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THE CROMWELL.ASSOCIATION was founded in 1935 by the late Rt Hon Isaac Foot and
others to commemorate Oliver Cromwell, the great Puritan statesman, and to encourage the
study of the history of his times, his achievements and influence. It is neither political nor
sectarian, its aims being essentially historical. The Association seeks to advance its aims by a
variety of ways which have included:
(a)
the erection of commemorative tablets (e.g. at Naseby, Dunbar, Worcester, Preston,
etc.) (From time to time appeals are made for funds to pay for projeC:ts of this sort);
(b)
helping to establish the Cromwell Museum in the Old Grammar School at Huntingdon;
(c)
holding two annual meetings, one the now traditional Memorial Service by the statue
outside the Houses of Parliament, the other a business meeting at which the Council presents a
report on its year's work for discussion by members. At both meetings an Address is given by
a distinguished Cromwellian;
(d)
producing an annual publication, Cromwelliana, which is free to members;
(e)
awarding an annual prize for an essay on a Cromwellian theme;
(f)
maintaining a small reference library for the use of members;
(g)
supporting the formation of local groups of paid-up members of the Association
meeting for study or social purposes;
(h)
acting as a "lobby" at both national and local Jevels whenever aspects or items of our
Cromwellian heritage appear to be endangered.
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CROMWELL DAY 1990.
by Dr Pauline Gregg'.

Members of the Cromwell Association and others, it gives me great
pleasure to be here on Cromwell Day. I appreciate the honour. Moreover,
it has given me the opportunity again to ponder that strange enigma of
a man ~ to try to recreate something of the man who was Oliver Cromwell
- an assessment, I venture to say, as difficult as any of us will find
in relation to any historical character.
In considering what I should say about him, I was struck again by
the controversy which surrounds him - not only in books and lectures,
but in tangible things. There is, for example, a Cromwell Museum in
Huntingdon where Cromwell was born, well-equipped, excellently run, in
the very school he attended, containing many kinds of Cromwelliana. It
is an imaginative and worth-while memorial to him, quite apart from its
practical use to historians.
But there is no statue to him in Huntingdon. There, in his home
town, where he was born, where he indulged in goodness knows what
boyish and adolescent pranks, where he studied under Dr Beard,
struggled with the concepts of freewill and determination, sought to
find out whether he was saved or damned; where he brought his bride,
where children were born to him, where he farmed and played his part in
local and national 'politics. Yet, when the question of a statue was
mooted, the good citizens of Huntingdon felt they were not so far in
accord with their greatest son so to honour him. It was left to nearby
St Ives, where his connections were far mc;ire tenuous, to erect a
monument to him; even so, it appears a little grudgingly, high up in
the market place, a little difficult to see. And the Thorneycroft
statue, beneath which we stand, arouses an even deeper controversy.
Was Cromwell the good parliamentarian, or was he not? Were the
Haus.es of Parliament the place to erect a memo~ial to the man who
repeatedly flouted their authority - the army, the eleven Members,
Pride's Purge (for surely Cromwell had a hand in that!), the ejection
of the Rump, the break-up of the Barebones' Parliament (surely, again,
Cromwell was not without knowledge of their intention!), the dismissal
of one Protectorate Parliament after another •••• ?
we:i1, "to know all is not to understand all", as they say. But how
can one know what went on in that troubled mind? Sometimes in laboured
speeches, sometimes in letters, one comes close to the tortured
reasonings, the dilemmas, the choices. Perhaps only before God was he
able to resolve something of the conflict within him.
But, apart from his relation with Providence, what do we know
about the influences that .. shaped him? Dr Beard, his schoolmaster,
certainly. Friends - John Hampden, Henry Ireton, whose influence was
cut short by too early death, and a few others. We can only guess what
treaties on military strategy orvthe art of war, if any, he poured
over. More likely he relied upon··his own experience built up in
skirmish after skirmish, in battl,e after battle - and his own
relentless determination.
Similarly, he had little use for political theory. Such as he had,
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like most things in his life, was homespun - political philosophy was
not his line. So far as we know, he made no study of the political
writers of the time. Would he have known the dozens of pamphlets, on
one side or the other, that preceded the civil war? Perhaps he would
have read Henry Parker's~ of Shipmoney or his Divine Right of
Episcopacie. Sir Robert Cotton's Discourse Concerning the Power ·of the
Parliament would perhaps have been relevant. One thing is certain - he
did not walk around as John Lilburne did with Coke's Institutes tucked
firmly under his belt!
Yet I have been struck with the affinity between Cromwel.l and one
political philosopher - a near contemporiry - not a man of action (far
from it), yet one who saw deep into the springs of political life and
government, and who understood the obstacles Cromwell would have to
face when he turned from soldiering to running the country.
Thomas Hobbes's masterpiece of political theory, his "philosophy
of.politics" as he calle·a, it - Leviathan - was finished in· April 1.651,
two years after the execution of the King and just a few months before
Worcester. Cromwell would barely have heard of Hobbes. It is even more
unlikely that he had ever read Leviathan. According to Hobbes, man's
life was nasty, brutish and short until he organised himself into civil
society. In order to main.tain that society and not relaps~ into
anarchy, it was necessary to ensure that society "moved one way". This
was Cromwell's great task. How to ensure that when the unifying ~ffect
of military victory was over, society "would move one way"?
It was easier to mould a disparate set of fighting men into a
victorious army than it was to mould .a disparate set of politicians
into a government - in part because the fighting men were united into a
common purpose whose results were generally immediat_ely obvious. You
either won a battle or you did notl A political settlement, on the
other hand, had to be achieved by, men whose varying ideals and
objectives, once the fighting was over, were revealed in all their
divergence - a situ at ion expressed time and. time again in the
despairing voice of the soldier: ''What have we fought for all this
time?"
It has become commonplace that revolutions, after th.e iirst
successful onslaught, br,eak up into various factions which had formerly
been united in opposition. We can see· this happening throughout the
world today. It was perceived clearly in the seventeenth century by. one
or two observers. "It cannot be expected", wrote the astute Pragmaticus
in November 1647, "that the sovereign Hobnails will drive all one way,
and so come to a miraculous agreement". Or, as one royalist newsletter
expressed it:
The King raysed a Parliament he could not rule, the
Parliament
raysed an Army it could not rule, the Army made Agitators they
cannot rule, and the Agitators are
setting up the people whom
they will be as little able to rule.
Cromwell had a foretaste of the break-up in the various Army and
Leveller revolts and at the time of the Putney debates he wrote to.
Fairfax, "We are full of faction and worse". He was near despair.
"overturn, overturn, overturn", as he put it, was all he saw before
him. Is this all his military victories had achieved?
It is arguable that to Cromwell the need for stability was a
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atronger reason for executing the King than any talk of retribution for
blood spilt. Yet even after the execution, Cro11Mel'.l is on record as
wondering whether the monarchical form of government was not the
simplest way to ensure direction and order - "something of the
monarchical", as he put it to Whitelocke in the autumn of 1651 or 1652.
In the event, it was. not the restoration of the monarchy but a
Parliament of Saints, the Major Generals, one parliament after another
- but they all failed him. Would a democracy have served him better? If
the Agreement of the People had been im_plemente,d, ·with a wider
electorate and more frequent parliaments, could consensus have somehow
been achieved? Or would it have involved the social change which
Cro11Mell would have found it difficult to come to terms with?
Perhaps it is true that the break-up and fragmentation of civil
war or rebellion can only be mended by dictatorship. Hobbes's
philosophy leads in this direction. Cromwell, without knowing the
Leviathan, ·knew the issue well enough. But to dictatorship he opposed
his own brand of political philosophy, summed up in the apochryphal
utterance attributed to him as he viewed the body of the dead King "Cruel necessity!" Pragmatism, if you like. But necessity based on long
periods of painful contemplation, often in prayer, "Seeking the Lord".
But once the decision was made, it had to be done, painful or
otherwise, difficult or not, quickly, efficiently - as it had been in
battle.
This is where dictatorship so easily co_uld have stepped in. But
Cromwell avoided that pitfall, partly by refusing the more open forms
of force, partly by delegating, as he did with the Major Generals,
partly by a succession of parliaments, and above all, perhaps, by
maintaining the forms of constitutional government.
,
Where-"necessity" would have driven him had he lived a little
longer we cannot know. But perhaps to have kept out and out
dictatorship at bay for so long, through so many crises, is itself one
of his greatest achievements. He could so easily have been the Great
Dictator. Instead of that, I prefer to think of him as a near
contemporary saw him - as he would, I think, like to see himself "Gentleman, General, Politician and Protector". But, when all is said,
·so much eludes us still. Yet with our imperfect knowledge, we still can
speak of the greatness of Oliver Cro11Mell:"
If these the times
Then this must be the Man.
Cromwell, this is your day!
admiration, we salute you!

over

the ages

with

affection and

MUSTERS AND MAY GAMES: THE .EFFECT OF
CHANGING MILITARY 'I'HEORY
ON THE ~NGLISH MILITIA.
by Keith Roberts.

I think, if you shall. but ask the opinion of three
captains. how
horsemen ought to charge, and how they
should rl;!ceive a charge, and so likewise of footmen in
their retraicts, the three captains will be therein .of
two opinions at the least. (William Waad, 1S~6]
·
Backg:round.

.

There was a great controversy in England during the closing years
of the sixteenth centur,y between those who supported traditiQnal
English infantry weapons, bows and bills, and those who had fought in
foreign wars as mercenaries or volunteers and favoured the introduction
of modern European models, caliver, musket and pike. Many Englishmen
retained a strong nostalgia for their traditional weapon1;1, and pointed
to past victories at Crecy az:id Agincourt as examples of their val.1,1e and
to the more recent success over the Scots at Flodden as a more modern
indication of the superiority of infantry armed with "Bows and· Bills"
over pikemen. Others saw the success of the Spanish armif.es ·first i!l
Italy and then in the Loiol Countries as the model for mode.r_n armie1;1 ang
one which could only be matched by copying its weapons and tac:.tics_,
The Spanish had developed a new tactical model. du'ring· _their
Italian wars, benefiting from experiments conducted by Italian. military
leaders and developing tactics which made better,:use of· ip.fantry
firearms, caliver and musket. The re1;1ult was the new Tercio formation
which combined the effect of pikemen, calivermen and musketefi!rs. and was
one of two key factors which made Spanish armies the most successful of
their day. The second factor was the constant service whic\l created
veteran. cadres of soldiers and junior officers in 'the Spanish ·units and
allowed easy absorbtion of recruits.
Proponents of the modern Spanish style were successful al)d the new
militia created during Queen Elizabeth's reign was organi_sed. in Trai11ed
Bands, smaller units trained to use new weapons instead of a mass levy
armed in a traditional way. The word "trained" was more the intention
than the reality, as efforts to introduce the new tactical training
which was required to make use of the new weapons met with uneven
success. The urban Trained Bands, and those nearest London,· were able
to create some semblance of military capacity, the t:ormer· because it
was poss,ible to muster urban companies easily for combination into
larger uni ts for t~c.tical training, and the latter because of their
proximity to the direction of the Privy Council in London. The ability
of rural Trained Bands to combine .their small contingents into anything
resembling an effective formation was questionable.
The Military Bevol.utic;m.
No sooner had the great controversy between traditional and modorri
weapons been won by supporters of the _Spanish· model than anothor
fundamental change in military thinking rea_ched England. This wao tho
radically new tactical style developed in the 1590s by the P_utch loador
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Prince Maurice of Orange and his cousins Johann and Wilhelm Lodewijk.
The new Dutch style combined recent Spanish and Italian advances in the
tactical use of infantry firepower with the structured military
organisation of the Roman Empire. Prince Maurice was by no means the
first to attempt to use classical military texts to recreate the
professio!11llism of the Roman army, but he enjoyed two advantages his
predecessors lacked: a thorough understanding of the principles
involved and the constant pay necessary to maintain discipline and so
ensure· regular and extensive training.
The introduction of further changes to -replace the Spanish system,
which was still only indifferently understood, caused great confusion
amongst those respons.ible for military training in England and was the
basis of William Waad 's comment in 1596 that of _any three captains
asked to describe basic tactics, at least two would express different
opinions. Waad' s comments in a paper of "Instructions for the training
and discipline of the men", which he produced the fol.lowing year,
referred to a recent training exercise at Plymouth and showed that
attempts were being made_ to introduce the latest Dutch tactical style,
as the commands he recorded follow the new Maurician pattern. On these
new military commands, Waad wrote:
For the most of these words there can be hardly better chosen but
it is not so material what words we first choose to train by as it
is to use some words constantly. And yet the same words should be
used generally throughout the Troops of one Army or else it wil
breed confusion and if it were generally in the Discipline of one
Kingdom it were better these are set dol<in only being some of our
words of Training as they came to remembrance but by these they
will c.all to mind the rest.

r1

military ability. Prince Maurice's .new tactical style required a
uniform response to standard orders and a higher degree of training
than the Spanish style it replaced if it was to be effective. Partly
trained men were quite useless in the new Dutch battle formations and
at this stage only a generous observer would credit either the officers
or the men of the English militia with being even partly trained.
Contemporaries considered this decline to be the result of King
James' s pacifism, although they chose their word.a with care. Edward
Davies' a comment in the dedication to the Prince of Wales. of his book
The Art of War and Englands Traynings of 1618, "having reaped a large
harvest of peace-under the most peaceful Monarch in Europe, your most
renowned Father, [the Trained Bands) are very _.raw and al together
ignorant in most points of Militarie Exercise",· provides a typical
example. Even where the soldiers' equipment was up to standard, a lack
of training was apparent, as the· poet Edwards Nichols' s comments on
musters of the London Trained Bands in 1615 and. 1616 showed:
In their demeanour I noted these two defects, ignorance of order
and neglect of their Captain's command, the knowledge of the first
cannot be had without time and practice, nor respect of .the last
(except in the most ingenious man) without more authority to
enforce it.

- a clear, if somewhat despairing, indication that Waad saw the need
for some consistent body of instruction to be introduced and favoured
the basic instructions which formed the first stage of the Maurician
company training.
The confusion was not assisted by the decline in regular musters
in the closing years of Queen Elizabeth's reign and in the early years
of her pacific successor, James I, precisely the period which saw the
developm_ent of the new Dutch tactical style in Holland. This made
rigorous training impossible and in these circumstances even an
enthusiastic Deputy Lieutenant would find it difficult to make much
progress. The position of the few English regular soldiers was equally
confused, as the training of the army in Ireland and the few garrison
companies in England probably depended on the preference of their
officers. In neither case would the tactical changes of Prince Maurice
be seen as particularly relevant as these were intended for the clash
of great armies in the field rather than sieges or the sporadic guerrilla warfare in Ireland.
As the political situ at ion in Europe deteriorated and renewed
conflict seemed increasingly likely, new efforts were made to
revitalise the mili~ia and a return to the former practice of ~nnual
general musters was ordered in 1612. It wa·a immediately apparent that
the years of neglect had caused a serious deterioration in the militia,
and a simple return to mustering the Trained Bands without providing a
model on wh.ich they were to be trained made little impact on their

The key to learning the new Dutch style. of military practice was
seen as formal training through the use of printed manuals, or
manuscript copies of them, because it was necessary for the whole army
to be trained to respond to the same orders in the same way. This also
required officers, or at least junior officers, who understood the
principles. Pr iv ate enterprise, rather than government support,
provided the first readily available manuals, examples being John
Bingham's The Exercise of the English in the service of the. high and
mighty Lords, the Lords theEstates of theUnited Proviri"cesof the Low
COiiiltri080fl616,a copy-ofthe most basic form of military
instructions used in Prince Maurice's Dutch army, and Edward Davies's
more detailed work mentioned above. The Privy Council did not issue a
formal manual for training until 1623, when it produced Instructions
for Musters and Arms, and the use thereof, which was essentially a copy
-;;f"Bingham 1 s7arlier work with~l1inal notes.
This provided only the most basic training ,and was intended to
teach soldiers the orders they would need to understand if they were to
carry out more complicated tactical manoeuvres for the battlefield. It
was supplemented in 1626 by the attachment of English sergeants (junior
officers) from the Dutch army who had the experience and ability to
instruct the Trained Band officers in their duties separately and then
assist in the training of their companies. Emphasis was laid upon the
value of using the. standard orders in the official manual so 'that it
would be possible to draw contingents together for combined training.
The weakness of this system lay in the level of training supplied
by the government manual. It was essentially a preliminary manual
intended to. give basic training which would be supplemented by drawing
small contingents together into field units called Battalia for
training in the actual formations required for.battle. The 1623 manual
did not contain the detailed ·instructions necessary for the
organisation and operation of the Battalia. This could only be provided
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by additional training at the annual general musters and only then if a
serious effort was attempted. The popular name for these events, "MayGames", was an indication of their limited military value. The muster
was generally held in May because the country soldiers ·had no pressing
demands on their farms, since "all their seed is in the ground, and no
Hay nor Corn ready", and the elabor ate but impractical displays
performed by the militia on these occasions gave rise to the derogatory
term "May-Games" used to describe the muster as a whole. Military
training and practice had become more complicated with the adoption of
the new Dutch style and required more effort on the part of both
officers and men if either were to understand it. Robert Ward's comment
in his Animadversions of Warre of 1639 showed that despite the work of
the Privy Council, thiS-effort was precisely what was lacking:

annual general muster, but this opportunity was lost due to inertia and
the misdirection of such energy as existed into fanciful displays or

"May-Games".
Whilst official efforts failed to create an effective militia, the
private efforts of a group of voluntary associations did have a
fundamental effect and served to create the only effective body of
Trained Band soldiers to serve during the civil war. The origins and
impact of these enthusiasts will be considered in part two of this
article [to be publishe~ in our next edition].
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I would to God that notice might be taken hereof, and that greater
care might be had of out Training than is; that they might no
longer be used as matters of disport, and things of no moment; but
as needful for the training up of souldiers, and enabling of men
for the Warres, against times of danger and hostilities; so
should our Prince and his Kingdomes receive both honour and
securitie: But as Trainings are now used, we shall I am sure never
be able to make one good souldier; for our customs and use now
adayes, to cause the Companies to meet on a certaine day, and by
that time the Armes be all viewed, the Muster-master has had his
pay (which is the chiefest thing J!lany times he looks after) it
drawee towards dinner-time; and indeed Officers love their bellies
so well, as that they are loath to take too much paines about
disciplining their souldiers. Wherefore, after a little carelesse
hurrying over of the Postures, with which the Companies are
nothing bettered, they make them charge their Muskets, and so
prepare to give the Captaine a brave volley of shot at his
entrance into his Inne; where having solaced themselves a while
after this brave service, every man repaires home; and that which
is not well taught them (oh the shame) is easily forgotten before
the next Training.
While this was a jaundiced view, Ward's opinion was shared by other
military writers such as William Barriffe, who considered that a great
opportunity to make the Trained· Bands a valuable defence for the
country was being lost.
Conclusion.
The Privy Council• s initiatives to improve the militia did make
definite progress in completing the process of re-equipping the Trained
Bands with modern weapons, and by 1618 it had copied the Dutch ·in
wholly replacing the caliver with the musket. Its progress with modern
training proved less successful, for although it did provide the
Trained Bands with a ccmµnon set of military orders in 1623, these were
on;Ly for basic training and did not include the detailed instructions
necessary for tactical operations". The essence of the new Dutch
military style was the integration ()f a series of battalion units into
a mutually supporting battle formation and the 1623 manual did not
include the detaiYe~ instructions necessary to organise and operate
battalions. This /could· have been provided to a limited extent by the
I
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A SEVENTEENTH CENTURY LONDON PUB CRAWL.
by J L AtkiDB.

'I
"Pub-crawls" were probably just as popular in the seventeenth
century as they are in the twentieth - and with just as painful aftereffects! It ·is not difficult, therefore, to imagine some seventeenth
century yo~ngbloods out on a warm summer's evening.with a pocketful of
money each and with some trusty steeds to get them around. Where would
they go?
For the ·purposes of this article, the. following list of
seventeenth century inns are all located in or near the City area of
London which was, at that time, the largest and most important
di strict. All are withing walking (or staggering) di stance of each
other. They all currently open in the morning for lunchtime trade.
However, drinking hours in.the City ar~,rather irregular and some pubs
either do not open at .all in the evening or close early, so check
be fore setting out on a "tour". A few preliminary details of the
history of inns during.the seventeenth century may be useful.
In 1604 James I f<i!lt· oblige.d to instruct the nation that the
purpose of inns, alehouses.and victuallers was for the "receipt, relief
and lodging of wayfaring .I>.eople", not for "the entertainment of lewd
and idle people". The lewd anc;I idle disagreed, and the· hardier of them
were still at it during. Cromwell's time - and still singing dep;Lorable
songs in taverns to the music of looted church organs. With the
Restoration the situation deteriorated and many inns became the haunts
of highwaymen,· quacks, rakes, cuckolds f apprentices, duellists and
half-pay heirs of Falstaff. Ale was still the staple drink, but it was
not a complete beer as we know it today, for it was brewed using
various spices but no hops. However, alehousee were also offering
something resembling more closely modern beer - ale brewed from hope.
It had bec9me popular on the continent in the Middle Ages and Britieh
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The Printers Derl1, 98 Fetter Lane.
During the
Not quite the original location, but near enough.
"Mull Sack"
commonwealth, it was frequented by a notorious highwayman,
Pope and Dr
cottington. In later times it was often v_isited by Swift,

soldiers acquired a taste for it while serving in Flanders during the
Hundred Years War.
Although many diversions, such as music, dancing and theatre, were
discouraged during· the Commonwealth peri:id, the taverns and inns
suffered surprisingly little. Many tavern-keepers were very shrewd;
when the Parliamentarians were in the district, up would go the
appropriate pro-Puritan inn sign outside and when the Royalists were
around up would go the pro-Royalist sign! Argumentative sectaries,
Levellers, Ranters and other groups all met in taverns and ale-houses
to sing their revolutionary songs and noisily debate fine points of
doctrine. Some of them even believed that "drunkedness is no sin but
enables one to see Christ better".
Professional brewers made their appearance iri the seventeenth
century and on a big scale, some reported to be worth E40,000. John
Bide, for example, who was Sheriff of ~ondon in 1647, was a brewer of
quality, if Samuel Pepys's nod is any-thing to go by. Next time you
drink a pint of Whitbreads, do so with a little more reverence - the
family fortune originates from the time when Samuel Whitbread' s
grandfather, who had fought for Cromwell, served him as ReceiverGeneral and JP for Bedfordshire. With El,000 of his grandfather's money
in his pocket, young Samuel was sent to London to make his fortune. The
result is brewing history!
Nell Gwynn a,nd her contemporaries also loved their ale and were
the kind of ladies with not the slightest interest in their statistics,
drinking. man-sized jugs with man-sized men! Their actor and playwrite
friends worked hard ·and played hard, and they drank and they brawled
until the civil wars put their energies to more practical use. Even so,
the good range of mead and ales available provided a valuable source of
calories, calcium and vitamins for adults and children and a "pint a
day" was considered the minimum supplement to everyone's diet,
including that of children.
So, dear·drinker, I hope the following details may· be of interest
and I leave you with a drinking-toast that must have resounded through
many a noisy, smoke-filled tavern: "To Rusty Swords·and Dusty Bibles".

Johnson.
The Magpie ands~, 18 01d Bailey.
There has been a tavern here since at least the days of James I. ~er
the years it was popular to hire rooms on the top floor so as to v ew
executions in the prison opposite. The t~vern was_ rebuilt in 1931 but
preserves as much as possible of the old-world atmosphere.
Ye Olde Vat.ling, 29 lkM' Lane.
Rebuilt a year after the Great Fire, it retains a great deal of its
original character. It is a three storey·building of pleasant design,
built of stock brick with a timber pub front. Sir Christopher Wren is
believed to have stayed here while'rebuilding. St Pauls.
The Lord ~ian 61 St MartiDS-le-<ttand.
'
i
an inn in
Cl ims to be one of the oldest premises constantly n use as
Lo:don but in the days of Charles I was called "The Bush". The present
pub is,·aimost a shrine to the Crimea War and the famous "Charge of the

Light Brigade".
The Georye and VUJ.tm:e, St lli,cba.els A1ley, cm:uhlllbut was
Claims to have had Chaucer and Dick Whittington as visitors, closely
burnt down in the Great Fire. Rebuilt, it later became

associated with Charles Dickens.
The Jamaica Wine Halise, st IUcltaels A1ley, cm:uhlllor ig inally ·a coffee house in the seventeenth century, it became a
tavern in 1657 • Nowadays the interior, richly ~anelled, is comfort~;:
and agreeable. The ground floor serves only wine, but the downsta

bar has beer available.
'.rbe COCk, 43 Monument street.

A old inn of the same name, stood here be fore the Great Fi re of
Ln don wh~ch started nearby in September 1666. Popular with fish
on
' h
k in the area it has special hours for them, opening 7porters w o wor
,
11 am. The present building dates from 1889.

Ye 01de CbeBhire Cheese, Wine Office Court, 145 Fl.eet Street.
Probably the most famous pub in London. In about 1584 the building on
the site first became a tavern, but that disappeared in the Great Fire
of 1666.' The building that replaced it is now protected. as an Ancient
Monument. It looks now much as it looked then and boasts an unsurpassed
range of.historical visitors, including Dr ~ohnson, Goldsmith, Boswell,
Garrick, Reynolds and many others.
Ye Olde Cock Tavern, 22 Fl.eet Street.
Samuel Pepys took Mrs Knipp,· ;.:the actress, here and was "mighty merry".
In later days Tennyson was one of the regulars. A seventeenth century
stone fireplace survives from 'the original on the first floor.
.._,.,.

-

The White Horse, 90 Fetter Lane.

There has been an inn here since the seventeenth century, but it was
more famous in the coaching era when over thirty coaches a day left
here for various destinations.
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The Falstaff, 17 Eastcbeilp.
the Great Fire,
This was one of the finest hostelries in London before
a rather large,
when it was called "The Boars Head". These days it is
plain pub, with few decorations or embellishments.

• !

Th£i Elephant, 119 Fenchurch Street.
this ub is a large, modern establishment, but the site is very
T~ay~t was ;ne of the few buildings in the area to survive the Great
0
but was rebuilt in 1826 and again in 1941. In the eighteenth
. r~
~~nt;ry, the great painter William Hogarth lived here for several years
and often paid his rent by painting pictures for the the landlord.
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The Boop and GDl.pes, 47 Aldgate Bigh Street.
This inn is is almost certainly the oldest in London, dating · back to
the thirteenth century. It missed the Great Fire by about fifty yards
and much of the inn's original fabric survives. The attracti.;e
interior, well preserved, accommodates one narrow bar, several cosy
cubicles and a snack counter.
The Still and star, 1 Little Somerset street.
This old inn also narrowly escaped the Great, Fire. Th~re is a tradition
that Daniel Defoe wrote Robinson Crusoe here. set back off the throng
of Aldgate on a little gas-.lit corner, it is also said to ·have
associations with "Jack the Ripper". In the evening, it is patronised
by long-distance lorry drivers whose lorry park is next door.

Die Cbeshixe Cheese, Crutched Friars.

This railway-viaduct pub existed in 1517 and there is a· model of the
old building displayed in the bar. The peculiar shape of the present
building is .designed to make use of every available square foot of
space under the railway.
. The Cn>oked Billet, 32-3 TolleE: Bil.1.
An inn of this name has stood on Tower Hill since Henry VIII's reign.
The saloon bar has a pleasant arrangement of round tables in a large
carpeted room. It is popular with both City workers and tourists
visiting the nearby Tower of London.
·
Die Bull., 4--6 De9alshll:e Raw.

The present pub is only a small part,~f the original, sixteenth century
tavern. It was here that one of Shakespeare's friends started up one of
the first theatres in London. In coachi.ng days the owner, Thomas
Hobson, would let only certain of his horses be used - hence the saying
"Hobson's choice".
The White Bart, 121 Bishopsgate.

A modern pub, but the site is very old and its use can be traced back
to 1246. During· the Great Fire the church next door went up in flames
but the inn survived - a truly· remarkable piece of discrimination I
Nearby was the famous Bethlehem Hospital (Bedlam).
The Abercarn Bar, Great Eastern Batel, L:i.veqiool Stnlet.
Has no history, but well worth a visit because of its splendid
seventeenth century decor on a no-expense-spared scale. The bar is Lshaped, with dark panelling and moulding ceiling creating an impressive
effect.

Sources: TM Richards & J S Curl, City of London Pubs (197~); and J L
Atkins's unpublished work "Seventeenth Century Inns and Taverns".
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GOD'S ENGLISHMAN: OLIVER CROMWELL
Part Two
(5)

can victory be victory unless
The enemy be crushed, his .force dest~oyed?
To be magnanimous is foolishness,
Who but a knave would gamble with a stake
That was not his? or seek to· treat with one
Whose word is a debased devalued coip?.
When.Goring owned us best, and Hopton too,
when Astley; though he mocked, laid down his arms,
And, one by one, like candles snuffed, Houses
Which long had stood for King, were all reduced Then did it ~eem that PE!Bce was won at· last,
An honourable peace. The hope was vain;
once more our quiet English lanes were filled
with songs of marching men and shouts of war;
Charles Stuart, Man of Blood, has proved that he
Hath not the stature.to control this land Folly and arrogance can be forgiven, ·
His devious ways construed as waywardness,
But with a man who thinks of compromise
As that which guarantees his own designs
While disinheriting all other claims,
No compact can be made. I find this sad That such as I who love the Monarchy
can neither love nor trust hiJ!l who doth wear
The crown! All mortal men are born to sin,
our crude mortality doth weigh us down,
And to bestow forgiveness on a foe
Is to invite forgiveness for ourselves And yet, though all of this be true, I say
It is not possible to side with those
Who having fought and won two wars, would then
In name of Charity and Love, excuse
The monstrous wickedness of one who bears
The bounden duty to inspire and lead
our nation in the paths of righteousness.
I grieve when trusted friends heed not my words,
When Christian comrades turn away from me I am no monster, I'm.no man of blood,
But when a single solitary soul
Doth stand between a p,!lQple and its goal
Like some dark shadow twixt the. earth and sun,
Then must that darkness be dispatched, the mari
Who'd rob us of our destiny, reino~edl
The nation's grievous wounds must all be healed.
·As long as Charles shall live this cannot be.
And so, while others do avert their eyes
In ponderous platitude and pious prayer
. some one must act, must halt this dread disease
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That slowly drains this nation of its strength.
Cropiwell alone's prepared to act ·and ·rules To save the rest - the King must die.

But less than does the malice of my friends.
·wars I have won: Peace conquers me.
(7)

(6)

I

A .hero - what is that? One who can feed
The varied passions of the multitude.
To them it matters most that he can court
The ,·earthly appetites of lesser men.
A;he.i:o•s welcome did I have when.I ,'
Triiimphant did return from Ireland,
Though some did murmur, deemed me barbarous
For dealing with the savage savagely;
Again,. after the blinkered Scots were crushed
And Charles, the dead King's son, been put to flight,
Men uttered parrot-cries - "Saviour" - "Cromwell" The worship of the mob I do despise.
Would that I .then could have returned ·to .those
Whose love for me is selfless and constant;
Gladly would I have 'traced my steps to that
Calm corn~r of this storm-tossed land of ours,
Have walked at peace idly through verdant fields
And communed with the creatures of the wild.
Long years I've searched for some sweet formula
That shall within itself contain two things Freedom, the lack of which I do deplore;
Order, the rock on which this State must stand.
My concourse of divines did come and go,
Leaving behind little but good intent,
Too perfect they for these imperfect· times:
My generals for a time with rule austere
Did stand secure 'gainst those who did desire
To tear, like wolves, this nation into shreds
Meanwhile though lauded, flattered and extolled,
With empty honours bOW'ed, I sought in vain
To end disension and to build anew
This blessed land. In Europe I am.feared;
B~yond the seas the fame of England grows Many would name me "King", would have me found
A Cromwell dynasty, but I alas
Grow weary of a burden few will share.
Plots have there been, and plans to murder me;
Old friends have turned away, loved me no more,
Some term me "butcher", "traitor", "hypocrite"
And wish and will my death, pray for the day
When this enfeebled body lies inert,
And I am pOW'erless to bar the rule
Of evil, grasping, godless, soulless men
Who see this Land as ripe fruit to be plucked.
It's base tq harness power for selfish ends,
To rise to eminence upon the backs
Of other men. Hated and feared, I
Grow weary of the wickedness of men;
The.enmity of foes doth wound me much,
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Sometimes when I am riding in my coach
Companions from .another world appear
And speak to me - Robert and Oliver
My sons, Hampden, noblest of Englishmen,
And Pym and Eliot whom I once did know,
Strafford who died a royal sacrifice,
Ireton, Falkland, the dead King himself,
·And some in· garb unknown, who speak strange words,
Men who are yet unborn, alien men.
'Tis in the pr~sent I do ride each day,
Yet Past and Future both accompany me With such cempanions who could not learn
The only lesson.in this mortal life ·
That Man withou~ his God is less than Man.
I Cromwell nothing am. When I am dead
It shall be as it was before I lived.
Man's power i.s but a shadow, and the grave
Makes all men· equal, cancels qualities,
Doth merge us all with that from which we sprang.
Englan~ I love, for Englishmen I pray,
But, tir~d now, Dear Lord bear me away
Beyond the reach.of mortal things - set me
Safe in the shadow of Thy wings.
Glyn Brace JCllleB.

THE BATTLE OF ST FAGANS, 8 MAY 1648.
by

Dr Clu:yBtal Davies.

When the disaffected parliamentary troops under Poyer and Powell
declared for the King in April 1648 and marched east into Glamorgan,
the land'ed families of the Vale were quick to seize their chance.
Though they had outfaced chilrles himself with their "Peaceable Army" in
1645, in the ensuing years they had twice attempted to seize Cardiff
Castle in his name. Each time they had been defeated by the soldiers of
Major General Laugharne. NOW' Laugharne himself was on parole in London,
on suspicion of being involved in royalist plots, and it was his men,
dissatisfied with" their conditions of discharge, who were marching
against the parliament they had supported. John Stradling of St Donat•s
returned from exile to lead the royaliE1ts who joined with them, and
almost every landed family in Glamorgan was represented among those who
rallied to him. According to a contemporary, the Glamorgan gentry "lead
the common people which way they please" and the countrymen of the Vale
flocked to their army in overwhelining numbers. It was· a significant
moment in ~he affairs of the King, ~ prisoner in Carisbrooke Castle but

intriguing with the Scots. The success of the Welsh rising might have
swung the balance of history in his favour - in Croill\iel.l' 8 own words to
his fellow Members of Parliament, "How near you were brought to ruin
thereby, all men that know anything can tell"·.
At Brecon, Colonel Thomas Horton was in command of a brig~de which
included Okey•s New Model dragoons, who had not yet shown their prowess
in open battle in Wales. Since early March he had been skirmishing in
West Wales and along the Breconshire border, back and forth among the
mountains. His men were hard put to find fodder for the horses and
pinpricked by the actions of the countryfolk who had learned how best
to hinder a body of cavalry. Horton would arrive in a village to find
the smithy deserted, the bellows slashed and the people fled, carrying
with them supplies and horse-shoes, anything "they conceived may be of
use to our horses". There was little food for his troops and his
messengers were waylaid and their despatches destroyed. Horton himself
was ill, and he had withdrawn to Brecon to deal with the royalists
there under the impression that he had contained Powell's troops beyond
the line of the Towy. Despite some small successes, Horton wrote to
Fairfax:
I am much afflicted I can give your Excellency no better account
of South Wales; but in one word I must say again, that it is
generally aga~nst the Parliament.
In response to his pleas, Cromwell was o~dered to march ·far Wales and
it was the rumour of his coming that precipitated the battle.
But Horton was not content to rest on his sick-bed. Hearing that
Poyer and Powell had invaded Glamorgan he hurried his men south from
Brecon through the drenching rain of a dismal early May. "After many
tedious, hungry and wet marches over steep and craggy mountains", they
crossed the Taff at Llandaff Bridge and threw themselves between the
advancing Welsh (l] and their objective of Cardiff Castle at the last
place where it was tactically possible - the little village of st
Fagans. ''We have had so many obstructions", wrote. Colonel Okey, his
second-in-command, "through unreasonable weather, and rugged ways, want
of necessaries, and other inconveniencies, that we may well say, except
the Lord had been with us, the enemie had swallowed us up quick".
They reached St Fagans bY Thursday 4 May and Horton wasted no time
in deploying his weary troops. One garrison was established at Llandaff
to forestall any attempt on the part of the enemy to cross the Taff at
that point. He sent another to Ely to bar the crossing of ·the River Ely
at Rhyd Sarn, but the main body of hi.~ inen he kept at st Fagans,
commanding the River Ely where it cut through the woods from st Fagans
to Fairwater, or "Twll Coed" as the Welsh called it.
Almost immediately Horton dispatched five small groups of cavalry
to scout the country ahead, and it was a wise precaution. Only two
miles away they came upon. a body of eight thousand men, marching on st
Fagans with the intention of bivouacking there that night. When the
scouts were sighted the alarm was instantly raised, the royalists
"beate up some quarters" and "an en~~gement was hourly expected". But
when ~o attack materialised the Welsh army halted at St Nicholas.
Horton reckoned that the main body were "only two miles from us on
the other side of .the river Ely, being a place much to their advantage,
where we could make no use of our horse, and ••• for want of food, we
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could not rationally. attempt anything upon them". The English and Welsh
outposts near Cottrell were within a quarter of a mile of each other,
so. that Horton's troops could hear guns fired in welcome when Major
General Laugharne arrived to take command. He brought promises from the
Prince of Wales' s advisers in Paris that he should have all the
supplies he needed, and that at the news of his actions the Scots would
invade England and throughout the country the defeated royalists would
rise once more for the King. Laugharne must have needed that
encouragement as he reviewed his unwieldy forces. He put their strength
at eight thousand, but his weakness was in cavalry. Between three and
four thousand of his men were "clubmen" - the countr:Ymen of South
Wales. They were armed mostly with pikes and many of them, if tradition
is to be believed, had never seen cannon fired before this battle. The
rest.were armed more adequately and there were small groups of cavalry
raised among the Glamorgan county families, their officers the very men
he had put down ·ab competently only a year before. They were
distinguished by birth as the aristocracy and small gentry of
Glamorgan. Like the "ma:j.ignants" of Brecon, they wore with panache the
blue ribbon of the royalists, with the crown and rose which played on
the· initials of Carolus Rex, and they flaunted the motto "I long to see
His Majestie". Encouraged perhaps by Laugharne•·s relationship to Miles
Button of Cottrell, whose son-in-law he was, they had been trying to
win him over throughout the previous two risings; now their persistence
was rewarded. Pr;!.nciples were becoming c.loudll!i and loyalties mixed thus
late in the civil war, so that the Major General of the parliamentary
forces was prepared to join with those whom he had described only a
year before as "ancient malignants of a deep stain". Though many of the
royalist officers had seen service in Thelwell' s Welsh brigade in the
King• s Cornish campaign, or in other engagements of the first civil
war, only Laugharne's own men, under Poyer and Powell, were experienced
in fighting under discipline. Threatened with disl::iandment and the loss
of income and glory, they had followed their leaders in a change of
allegiance not unusual at that time. Now . they. shouted a defiance of
Cromwell that smacked of a hidden fear:
Poyer gives out that he will be the first man that shall charge
. against Ironsides, saying, that if he had a back of steel and a
'breast of iron he durst and would encounter him.
This motley crowd was bound only by common ties of self-interest. The
defecting roundhead troops had gone too far to be accepted back by
parliament and the royalist leaders were prepared to fight beside them
under Laugharne•s command to protect their estates and interests in the
Vale and to strike one last desperate blow for the King. The ensuing
battle was to revea"l so many tactical ~rrors and failures to follow up
an advantage that it suggests that Laugnarne was not entirely c9nfident
in his command and in the dependence he could place on the mixed troops
who now marched with him.
Laugharne' s first actions on taking command were a mixture of
bluff and self-justification. From St Nicholas (probably from Cottrell)
he wrote in a tone of moral indignation to the parliamentary
commissioners in South Wales and to· Horton, disputing the latter's
right to deploy troops in an arEla under his command. Horton replied
from St Fagans on the next day, 5·May:
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considering the former trust the Par .
.
your late obligations to them I
liament reposed in you and
you came with an intention to ,j i wouild have rather believed that
0 n w th us for the suppr
i
that
tumultuous assembly with you than t
ess ng of
those who have so manifestly viola,ted the o appear amongst and own
which you seem to maintain and i i
authority of Parliament,
sir.
ns st upon in your letter to me,

letter written after the battle he summed up their situation:
The straits we were in, and the difficulties which compassed us
about; we having a potent enemy lying within two miles, upon much
advantage of ground before -us, the high mountains close to us on
the right hand, the sea near unto us on the left, Chepstow taken,
and Monmouthshire beginning to rise in our rear, besides our great
want of provisions and long and hard duty, all which seemed to
threaten our sudden ruin. (4] -

There was a similar reply from the commissioners
colour of the authority of Parli
,,
, Who denied "any
Glamorgan of his own troops, now o~::c~t 11 fo~ the armed presence in
~nd ~or the "great part of the inhabitan:s ~f disbanded and departed",
ardigan. •.drawn into the county''.
Carmarthen, Pembroke and
Not only words were exchan ed
for the Welsh had the adv t g • There was incessant skirmishing
an age of an intimate k
1
'
country, and friends behind th
now edge of the
east, where Monmouthshire had ;i roundhead line in Cardiff and to the
up their position:
sen for the King. Colonel Okey . summed
We had attending us a numerous armi
behind us. In divers wa s w
e before, and a great party
which.• .we could never ~~. ~:eoug:i~ a::pportunity to fight them,
their Welsh ,wayes, hills and rfvers
e always the advantage of
until divers of our soldier
• This pastime they coftinued
h
.
s were wearied out a d b h
, n · ot foote and _
or_se forespent; the enemie him
over us.
se1 f knowing his great advantage
'I

This sort of· guerrilla attack was weak i
troops and it might have b
t
en ng the resistance of Horton's
een
Laugharne• s adva t
until they_ were thoroughly demoralised
.
n age to continue
spreading through the Welsh camp of , dbut on Friday 5 May news was
Cromwell was marching west with his o a
espatch received -by Horton and the foot soldiers of Colon 1 Pridewn and Colonel Thornlaugh's horse
e
and Colonel Dean
Either on the Friday or on the
.
'
gives conflicting dates in hi
morning of Saturday 6 May (Horton
·
s accounts of the b ttl )
forces fell back four or five il .
a
e , Laugharne • s
Presumably he needed a breathi m es on Penmark, Llancarfan and Fonmon
Horton knew that the rumc;;u;g ~pa~e to organise his new command. Bu~
precipitate a major attack"; anod_ onr~mwell 's advance was bound to
nights ~e kept his cavalry on the al he Friday' Saturday and Sunday
Nine Acre Field near the Nor
h
ert, the horses gathered in the
man c urch of St Mary a fi ld k
to the villagers as Cae•r Meirch "th
i
'
e
nown 'since
Castle was no longer defensible; sin:: eld of the warhorses". (2] The
"faire white house" we know tod
h d
the_ mid sixteenth century the
owner, Edward Lewis, had fi ura:yt a stood within the old walls. The
"chiefe inhabitants of Gla!r
hhri e~ years earlier in a list of the
gans re ' drawn up by Ri h d
th e King's bodyguard, and d~scribed
as "
.
c ar Symonds of
against the King" Lewis wa
generally against any that are
b
•
s now over eighty years of
een at another of his estates at
age and may have
unlikely that he would have remain~ the time of the battle; it is
some of Horton's men were quartered - i
at St Fagans at this time, for
shadow of the walls in the littl _'.1 ~nd around the village under the
grounds today·. Others lay in th- f: ~a ley that is within the Castle
Pentrebane Farm, where Horton : d e ds between St Fagans village and
a set up his headquarters. (3] In a
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By Sunday night the Welsh army.was on the move again, pausing for
daylight at St Nicholas, and at seven o'clock on the Monday morning, 8
May, Horton' s scouts discovered the main body only a mile and a half
from his headquarters at·Pentrebane. The indications are that they had
advanced past Cottrell, and crossed the Ely River at Pont Llanbedr by
Turkey Island below Peterston, emerging into the open country west of
St Fagans where the main body was drawn up along the wooded ridge which
spanned the track to St Bride's.
By contrast with Laugharne•s command, there was a greater unity
among the three thousand campaign-weary roundheads who rode out to meet
them, the cavalry wearing the leather buff jackets and standardised
armour - back, breast and iron headpiece - of the New Model Army. There
had· been changes of allegiance here, too; Horton was to mention how
Colonel Philip Jones "came from the enemy to me long since", but there
was to be no doubt before the day was out where his new loyalty lay. As
a precaution when the majority of the soldiers wore no uniform, the
custom was to decide beforehand on a "field-word" which the men could
shout both as a war-cry and a means of identification. True to the
religious observances of the New Model Army, Horton chose as his fieldword at St Fagans the text "God is our Strength".
There are two main reasons why it is so difficult today to
reconstruct the topography of the battlefield and the exact course of
the engagement. Firstly, the face of the country has been changed by
agriculture and by the coming - and passing - of the railways. Now the
Nant Dowlais (the lower reach of the Rhydlafar brook) ·is enclosc;,d by
(partly demolished) railway embankments. Where they join, the stream
has been diverted through a culvert beneath them. However, the contours
give an indicatio_n of its original course, and on the Ordnance Survey
Map the parish boundary still follows the mean-ders replaced by the
culvert. Writing in 1913, Marianne Spencer deplored the "high wire
fencing" which had replaced the hedges mentioned so often in accounts
of the battle. This, too, has gone and from vantage points like the
ruined windmill or Pwll Arthur the battlefield lies open beneath one.
There is no contemporary map of the St Fagans area, but the Plymouth
Estate Survey of 1766 and the Tithe Plan of the parishes of St Fagans
and St Bride's-Super-Ely (1841) show the extent of enclosure. The "field
boundaries (the hedges are drawn in on the Plymouth map) probably
remained unchanged from the time of the battle.
The second reason is that all the information about the course of
the battle comes from the parliament side. Among the opposing royalists
were local men; they could have named the features mentioned, the·
brooks, hills and fields; but none has left any record of the battle.
One fictional reconstruction, from a royalist viewpoint, stresses what
we are led to expect from exisiting accounts
that there was
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indecision in Laugharne' s party, that his reserves of cavalry were
never called on, that there was a lack of firm leadership. But the
sources on which the novel is based are not given and there is no more
than a vague identification of the field of battle. [5]
The following account relies on Colonel Horton's two letters to
parliament, the letter from Colonel Okey to a friend in London, th.a
Journal of the House of Commons for 1648 and the parliamentary paper
The Perf-;ctoi irrMJ:1; which quoted a verbal report to the House by
Major Bethel. There are some slight differences of details of 'command,
but one overall picture emerges.
It was a raw, unpleasant morning for early summer, the maids at
their milking, as the parliamentary troops marched out of St Fagans to
marshal in battle array in the slight depression through which a track
ran north to Crofft-y-Genau and Rhydlafar. · Almost immediately their
quarters were occupied by five hundred Welsh cavalry under Colonel
But'ler. They may have cros_sed the Ely with the main body, then detached
,themselves to ride along the old road from St Bride's and come suddenly
into the village from the south-west, avoiding the crossing by the
narrow St Fagans bridge, commanded' by the roundheads in the village.
Horton was now menaced on two sides, but he was determined not to fall
back on Fairwater and Cardiff and he risked meeting the main force with
Butler's cavalry closing in behind him. In Okey•s words:
We, seeing his numbers, and hee being upon us before we were well
aware of him, quit'ted our present situation, which was at St
Fagans. The enemy drew into the place of our guard, but we, being
lath to retreat, upon a little hill near St Fagans made good our
ground, drew up our armie, and faced the enemie.
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The first Welsh move had been succei,sful, and in the ensuing battle
this force ·of cavalry may have delayed Barton's horse on the left wing,
for it is on the right that we hear of the greatest advances. But they
are not mentioned again. Perhaps, seeing the result of the battle, they
melted quietly away. [6] This left wing of the English force, commanded
by Major Barton, comprised a troop of cavalry and a troop of Oitey•s
dragoons. They took up their position by Ty Newydd Farm and Penhefyd,
and ·from the edge of the trees around Pwll Arthur they would have had a
clear view across the meadows of Tregoches ~o the slope beyond the Nant
Dowlais where the Welsh troops were massed.
Horton commanded his men from the centre of the line, where he had
cannon and musketeers, probably in the three ranks of the Swedish
drill, ready to fire simultaneous "salvees" from kneeling, stooping and
standing positions. He had ordered the whole body to keep within the
shelter of the depression of the Crofft-y-Genau lane as long as
possible, but when he did emerge through the trees on the slope above
he had deployed in front of his main army a forlorn hope of infantry
and, in front of them again, a forlorn of mounted men under a
Lieutenant Godfrey. Today we have retained "forlorn hope" only in its
metaphorical sense. In the civil war it was a recognised military term
for "a picked body of men detached in front to begin the attack"(Oxford English Dictionary).
~e right wing, under Colonel Okey, rode up the Crofft-y-Genau
lane and wheeled left to mount the ridge and emerge above Lower
Stockland Farm. Under his command were three troops of his own dragoons
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and three of horse led by Major Bethel.
It must have been about eight o'clock when the two armies
confronted one another from opposing hillsides. The' country between was
a patchwork of hedged fields. It was wet and muddy underfoot, all the
little springs running, and a fringe of marsh along the banks of the
brook. Where the St Bride's track crossed the Nant Dowlais was a -little
grey-walled bridge and the farms of Lower Stockland and Tregoches lay
between the two armies. Eager for battle, Laugharne moved first. He
ordered a forlorn of 500 infantry accompanied by half a dozen mounted
skirmishers, the "Pickering horse" (7), t9 leave their comparatively
strong position on the ridge and advance across the stream towards the
enemy. As they crossed the fields towards him, Horton ordered
Lieutenant Godfrey to charge with his mounted forlorn of thirty horse
an_d twenty ~agoons. Though outnumbered ten to one, Godfrey• 6 men
immediately got the advantage, driving back the Wel·sh line and allowing
their own men, behind them, to gain ground.
Time and again in this battle a roundhead cavalry -charge was to
outstrip infantry support and, having gained an advantage, the horse
were forced to stand heavy fire from the main bOdy of the enemy before
their own foot soldiers came up in support. Out on the right wing above
Stockland, Colonel Okey moved forward to attack ·the enemy's left, in
support of_ Godfrey's forlorn. A troop of his dragoons under captain
Nicholets, some of Bethel's horse and Garland •s musketeers streamed
forward and gained an immediate advantage around Stockland, beating the
Welsh infantry back through two "closes" and ·across the stream. But now
they were under fire of the Welsh on the hill near the tumulus. Here
they "maintained their ground" until some of Barton• s cavalry from the
left wing crossed the battle front to their support. Then up came
Horton's infantry forlorn and together they systematically "beat the
enemy from hedge to hedge before them" though "with so many reserves of
foot ~ehind every hedge" he could "make a stand with each new partyt•.
In vain, Laugharne brought up fresh reserves of infantry. The combined
roundhead attack - pikemen, musketeers, dragoons and cavalry - forced
the Welsh steadily-back along the foot of the ridge towards the bridge
where until the late 1980s a single stone parapet marked the original
course of the N~t Dowlais at the St Bride's road.
Here "the enemy's greatest force we:r;e placed" and Horton's tactics
now were_ to surround them. In front of the bridge Godfrey's forlorn had
had to bear the brunt of the Welsh fire until Okey began his attack
from the right and Lieutenant Colonel Read brought up the first
division of foot to support Godfrey in the centre. Horton ea~ he must
follow up the advantage gained by Okey, and he sent Major Wade with the
second division of infantry across the stream on the Welsh left,
swinging towards the centre as the Welsh gave before them. So far most
of the fighting had been in the centre and on the right where both
infantry and cavalry could join battle. The lower reaches of the -Nant
Dowlais are marshy even today, and it was here, south of Tregoch~s,
that Major Barton with the left wing crossed the "boggy place" and the
stream and wheeled towards the centre, where the fight was thickest.
Almost too late, ;.augharne brought forward some of his rese~es of
cavalry - Horton noticed how they had been "employed in the rear to
keep up the foot" and could only wonder that not more than sixty in a
group were in action during the whole battle. The cavalry charge failed
to drive b~ck the English foot; instead, roundhead cavalry and infantry
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together broke through the pikemen and the cavalry and charged the
musketeers who up to now, from their vantage point on the_ ridge, had
been causing the worst roundhead casualties and frustrating the cavalry
charges by picking off the horses. By now Okay's men were sweeping
across the tiill where, near the tumulus, stand today the ruins of a
windmill built during the Napoleonic Wars. It became clear that shortly
Okey would join ~ith Barton's wing to complete the pincer movement.
Now, after an hour of sustaining repeated cavalry charges and desperate
hand-to-hand fighting, the Welsh infantry saw themselves almost
surrounded, broke and ran.
_
The battle degenerated into a running retreat, both pursued and
pursuers in small groups. Okey states that his men pursued the enemy
"to a water" (possibly st-y-Nyll Ponds?) and "from thence over a river,
where he again made good his stand". (8] This could be Pont Sarn, where
the most direct route from the battlefield westwards crosses the River
Ely. This was cert~inly the direction in which the royalist Edmund
Traherne fled to his home at Castellau, where he had to hide in the
an.chorite' s cave in th,e grounds while the house was occupied by
parliamentary troops. It was the obvious route, too, for those of the
Welsh infantry who hoped to take refuge in the _mountains.
Alternatively, the royalist stand could have been across Pont Llanbedr
where- the rout turned south over the River Ely. Cannon balls were
discovered not only along the ridge where the Welsh firs"t; took up their
position before _the battle, but also south of, the Ely on, the fields of
Homri which suggests that the main body of the roundheads pursued
their ~nemy in this direction. Where they overtook parties of royalists
around st Nicholas there were short, desperate fights and groups of
bodies buried together near Dyffryn and at Whitton Mawr mark the
direction the Welsh fugitives were taking towards Fonmon.
Horton wrote. a brief report "in the field" at St Fagans_ to the
Earl of Manchester, Speaker of the House of Lords; that same evening.
He was able to report surprisingly sma'll casualties on his own side (no
officers, Okey· and Nicholets only shot through t~eir hats, and only a
few troopers killed) though the cavalry had lost many of their mounts.
In this first report Horton· estimated that three thousand prisoners had
been taken with "all their food, arms, ammunition" and "many colours".
The pursuit had continued for as much as ten miles, thou.ghat some
unnamed point "four or eight miles from where we fought"- Horton's men
had disarmed "some hundreds" of the Welsh and let them go. Solne time
was spent clearing the battlefield, identifying the prisoners and
burying the more distinguished of the dead where they had fallen.
·
Five days later Horton dated his fullest despatch from Bridgend,
having by then had time to confer with his officers. The numbers of
prisoners and stores taken confirmed his earlier estimate, and he
enclosed a list of. the names of 10 field officers, 24 captains, 30
lieutenants 28 - ensigns and 23 others, including 2 "chyrygions~' and a
drum-major.' In addftion his men had captured a total of 2-,900 "common
soldiers and _non-commissioned officers". Among his own men Horton
singled out for mention Captain Thomas W99an (Member of Parliament for
cardigan Boroughs and later among the regicides who signed the King's
death warrant) and Captain Philip Jones (Governor of Swansea and later
a personal friend of Cromwell). He had a word of praise, too, for "all
other officers and soldiers, who I_ can truly say kei;>_t their order in
performance of their service to the_admiration of the enemy, as some of
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them confessed". Then Horton passed on into the west, to the capture of
Tenby and eventually to Ireland and death before the walls of Drogheda
a year later.
St Fagans sank back into obscurity, though legend was to multiply
and probably exaggerate the horrors of the battle. Each new.generation
repeated how the Nant Dowlais or the Ely ran red with blood and the
widows of St Fagans sowed and reaped· in a village left without men.
Each farmhouse had its legends - the farmer's wife who lost the whole
of a fresh baking of bread to the hungry victors, the farmer who
suddenly grew rich after finding a hoard of gold coins hidden by
someone who failed to return from the battle, villagers who took food
to fugitives in the woods, and the labourer who discovered weapons and
armour inside a hollow tree. Tregoches is marked on the Ordnance Survey
map of 1878 as Tre Gach Gwaed, the "red blood dwelling". Fragments of
pikes and flintlocks are still being turned up today, well over three
hundred years later, and cannon balls from the surrounding farms have
become family curiosities.
Outside the ililDlediate locality the tendency has been to follow the
royalist news-sheets of the time in depreciating the victory. It rarely
merits a mention in histories of England, but J F Rees considers it
"the most significant engagement fought in Wales during the civil war".
Contemporaries received the news incredulously, so hopeless had seemed
the parliament· cause in South Wales before the battle. It came at a
time when the Scottish invasion was ililDlinent and when throughout the
country the defeated royalists were preparing to rise a·second time. In
a burst ·of generosity the Commons voted' £150 to Major Bethel and £100
to Captain Mercer "for bringing this good news", and a week later, £100
to Captain Nicholas for delivering Horton's second letter "confirming
this great Victory". To Horton and his brigade they awarded the land
formerly given to Laugharne, and "£1000 per annum of such delinquents
as were in this fight, to be sold and the proceeds given to Col.
Horton, his Officers. and Soldiers, for this great serviqe" •. (9] Of this
land, the manors of Wrinstone, Michaelston-le-Pit and West Orchard, st
Athan, were purchased from the brigade by Phil.ip Jones, who later
established himself at Fonmon Castle, and was buried in 1674 in st
Mary's Church, Penmark.
Parliament's first action on receiving the news had been to
appoint days of. public thanksgiving - Wednesday 17 May for "London,
Westminster and the Liberties thereof" (appropriately, this was the day
when Nicholas arrived with confirmation of the victory), and Wednesday
7 June for the rest of the Kingdom. Upon their "solemn day of praising
God for the victory" the Commons heard a sermon preached in
"Margaret's, Westminster" by William Bridge of Yarmouth [ 10 J. and at st
Paul's William Strong preached to the Lord· Mayor and Aldermen on "The
Vengeance of the Temple".
The ~ommons also decided how to deal with the prisoners. Fairfax
was to try the officers and "chief prisoners by a council of war
according to the Articles of War, so that Justice may be executed upon
them for the prevention of ·the like in future". A Commission of Oyer
and Terminer was issued for the tr-ial of "the Rioters in Wales" and
Elbonhead and Parker sent down to ·"manage the business". The lists of
prisoners read like roll-calls of t~e Glamorgan gentry, but they are
confusing and seem to include those taken at Pembroke and Tenby as well
as those captured ililDlediately after the battle. One interesting - and
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rather stirprising - prisoner was Dr Hugh Lloyd, dispossessed rector of
St Andrew's, who was to become the first bishop of Llandaff after the
Restoration and to give a legend and a place-name to Dinas Powis. He
suffered three weeks' imprisonment at Gloucester and was heavily fined.
Philip Jones is ·mentioned as one of those by whom "he was very severely
used". Though most. of the common soldiers were disarmed and released,
a'fter taking an oath "never to engage against the Parliament
hereafter", 240 'bachelors were shipped to the Barbadoes, and, later in
the campaign, some of the prisoners were given the option of fighting
in Italy as mercenaries.
Of the chief officers captured at St Fagans, Major General John
Stradling and ten others were taken on board a parliamentary man-ofwar, the Admiral Crowther, at Cardiff, court-martialled and condemned
to death. For some reason the full sentence was not carried out. Three
were shot at once, and one hanged; for the rest, the sentence seems to
have been commuted to two years' exile, but even so, Stradling was
taken to Windsor Castle, where he died still a prisoner.
Laugharne himself had been wounded at St Fagans, and with Poyer,
Sir Miles Button and moat· of the other leaders he took refuge in
Pembroke castle, which surrendered to Cromwell ·on 11 July. Horton had
won more glory by receiving Pqwell's surrender at Tenby Castle on 31
May. Cromwell made a significant distinction between the captured
royalist leaders, who were to be exiled for two years, and five former
roundhead offiC€lXB towards whom he felt no mercy. Of th~se, Laugharne,
Powell and Poyer were imprisoned in the Tower, court-martial led and
sentenced to death. Then mercy, of a sort, prevailed. A child was set
to draw lots for them; for Laugharne and Powell he drew the words "Life
given by God", and a blank for Poyer, who wal' shot at the Piazza,
Covent Garden, on 21 April 1649. Powell and Laugharne survived, .though
impoverished, and Laugharne crowned a career of contrasts by 'becoming
Member of Parliament for Pembroke after the Restoration. Cromwell and
his officers expressed their indignation at the escape of the
"apostates" but parliamentary honour was sat_isfied with the execution
of Poyer and the rest were fined and quietly released.
When Cromwell himself had marched through Cardiff on 16 May, eight
days after the battle, he had found royalist hopes already shattered
and he had only to complete the work Horton had begun. The reduction of
Pembroke left him free to march north and defeat the Scots in the last
rising for the King. December saw him and Colone·! Pride "purging"
parliament and January 1649 brought the execution of Charle.a I. A
royalist pamphlet had named 1648 "The Year of the Saints Fear"; in
changing that fear into the triumph - and tragedy - of 1649, the
roundhead victory at St Fagans played no small part.

1.
It is difficul't to find an.appropriate name for the army which
marched against Horton, they were such a mixture of royalists and
former roundheads, the English soldi~rs of Poyer and Powell and
countrymen from Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Pembroke and Cardigan, with
additions from North Wales and,even from London, if all the reports are
to be ·believed. Contemporaries solved the problem by describing the
army under Laugharne and Stradling fiS "Welsh" and tha~ under Horton as
"English"., though Philip Jones had brought~ troop of cavalry from
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Swansea to join the roundqeads.
2.
David is the first to record ·this name in 1877. (see list of
sources) as "Cae Meirch - the horses' field"; Shepherd, 1938, records
it as "Cae'r meirch - Field of horses"; in "A Survey of the Manor of St
Fagans ••• belonging to the Earl of Plymouth ••• 1766" it is named as
"Stone Horse Field", arable, 8 acres, 14 perches. In 1971 it was built
over as "St Fagans Drive".
3. A local tradition, though it may be more than coincidence that in
the Plymouth Survey, 1766, and the St Fagans Tithe Award, 1840, a large
field close to Pentrebane Farmhouse is named "Horses Field".
4.
J R Phillips' transcript of this passage is fit to stand beside
Quince's Prologue in A Midsummer Night's Dream as a classic of mispunctuation: "before us the high mountains, close to us on the right
hand the sea, near unto us on the left Chepstow taken •• ,", From his
knowledge of the locality, David was able to restore the correct
orientation.
5.
John Kyrle Fletcher, My Lord Worcester: the story of the f~ll of
Raglan and Chepstow, a Monmouthshire romance {Newport, l90i). Iha;;;
been unable to locate -another semi-fictional source, B G E~ans, Welsh
Sketch No. 1, listed in C F Shepherd's bibliography.
-~i"'S"Was probably Lieutenant Colonel John Butler, High Sherifff of
Pembrokeshire, a royalist who had joined Poyer on his march eastwards.
He figures as Major Butler in the list of those exHed after the
surrender of Pembroke Castle later in 1648. It is strange that Horton
makes no mention of ,this cavalry manoeuvre which is referred to in the
Fonmon MS and confirmed in the passage quoted from Okay's letter. It
accounts in part for Laugharne•s failure to use many cavalry in the
main battle, but there is no suggestion of the reason why Butler fled
to Pembroke instead of attacking Horton from the rear. Benjamin Malkin,
The scenery, antiquities and biography of South Wales ( 1807) I, 225,
mentions, with some inaccuracies, that fugitives from St Fagans joined
Sir Nicholas Kemeys -in Chepstow Castle, which suggests that some of
Butler's cavalry may have fled east to Monmouthshire. See also I, 163
and II, 546.
7.
In Horton's account "about six Pickering horse". More correctly,
pickeering, the custom of young bloods riding out before the main army
to get in the first shots, possibly a survival of medieval single
combat.
8. Taking the Nant Dowlais as the "water", the stand could have been
anywhere south of Pont Llanbedr, as indicated by the finding of remains
near Dyf'fryn (David, The Antiquities of St Fagans, pp. 14-15) and/or at
Whitton Mawr (Shepherd, Annals of St Fagans, p. 18 and Spencer, Annals
of South Glamorgan, pp. 177-8 - shehas "Whilton manor").
--9.
D/D F vol. 127 Fonmon Collection in Glamorgan Record Office and
Journal of the House of Commons May 1648; Cardiff Records, IV, 154 has
"100£ per .ann", but another letter, dated 6 February 1651, in the
Fonmon Collection confirms "the provision made by the Parliament of One
Thousand Pounds ye Annum, upon Collonell Hortons Brigade".
10.
Possibly, there were two sermons. David transcribes the
Parliamentary order for the publicatl:On of the sermon by William Bridge
and states that he had a copy in his possession. Thomason Tracts E443
(3) reads "Emmanuel: A Thanksgiving<sermon preached to the House of
Commons upon 'their solemn day of praising God for the victory of the
Parliaments Forces in South Wales by Stephen Marshall May 17 1648".

sources.
The catalogue of Thomason Tracts in the British Library lists the
various reports ai!"they were issued at the time. They have been
reprinted as follows:
1. Letter from Horton to the Earl of Manchester, "in the field" 8 .May
1648. Journal of the House of Commons, 1648. J H Matthews, Cardiff
Records, IV, 153-4-;-civil war memoranda from a MS. a~ng the Fonmon
castle Muniments (these extracts from The Weekly Diurnall or The
Perfect Diurnall are now in the Fonmon Collection in Glamorgan Record
Office).
2.
Letter from colonel Okey, "From the Field by St Fag ans", 8 May
1648. M R Spencer, Annals of south Glamorgan, 1913 (reprinted 1970),
pp. 200-01.
3,
Letter from Horton to Lenthall, "Bridge-end", 13 May 1648. J R
Phillips, Memoirs of the Civil War in ~ and the ~' 1874, II,
365 ff. w David, The Antiquities of St Fagans, 1877 (reprinted 1929) /
p. 15 ff. c F Shepherd, Annals of St Fagans, 1938, p. 18 ff.
All these contain further details and there are summaries of the battle
with a map in J F Rees, ~in Welsh History, 1947, PP• 80-2, 1037; and Glamorgan Historian, I (1963), 61-3.
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HOW GOOD A LEADER WAS FAIRFAX
IN THE CIVIL WAR?
_,
by Jane A Mills.

A fine soldier, sincere patriot and a man of honour in a
period of darkness, change and confusion. Fairfax well
deserves to be remembered, both as a great soldier and as
one who sought earnestly for peace. [l]
Who was Fairfax? We know he was born at Denton in Yorkshire on 17
January 1612, the son of Ferdinando, 2nd Baron Fairfax of Cameron.
After attending St John •s College, Cambridge, he fought in the Low
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Countries and was at the siege of Bois-Le-Due and later in the 160
Yorkshire dragoons in the First Scots War. This experience stood him in
good stead at the outbreak of the English civil war, when he found
himself on the parliamentary side, appointed commander of the cavalry
in Yorkshire. After many hard campaigns, he was appointed Captain
General of the New Model Army in 1645, at the age of 33, and he
organised its formation and training into the exceptional fighting
force which it became.
Why was this man, who in his private life was cultured and gentle
- he was interested in Roman antiquities, ,-translated the Psalms and
enjoyed roses - chosen for the post of Captain General? contemporaries
had noted his military abilities during the opening years of the war.
One wrote, "Sir Thoinas Fairfax (who is a person that exceeds any
Expressions a~.a Commendation of his Resolution and Valour) ••• performed
what he was commanded with Readiness and Success". (2) But, more
importantly, he was the best man available at the time who was nonpolitical, a member of neither House of Parliament and so unaffected by
the Self-Denying Ordinance.
He was fast becoming a national hero and a.living legend with the
publication in London in 1643 of the pamphlet The Rider of the White
Horse, celebrati~g his successful storming of Leeds achievedthrough
skill, courage and a masterful plan. Newcastle had been gradually
taking over the clothing towns one by one without much force until he
met severe opposition from Bradford, the inhabitants of which drove the
royalists out. Fairfax gave his backing to the town and was able to
recruit in the area, strengthening his army in preparation for an
assault on Leeds. He planned to attack Leeds on both sides
simultaneously by splitting his force and marching down each bank of
the River Aire. Despite a snow storm, icy winds and ill-health, Fairfax
forded the river at Apperley Bridge and, after receiving a negative
response to his summons to the royalists to surrender, he started the
attack' upon Leeds. The victory at Leeds was gained with the loss of
only twenty men, but the result made the royalists quit Wakefield and
sent Newcastle scurrying from Pontefract to York.
It was achievements like this which earnt Fairfax overall command
of the New Mode~ Army upon its formation in spring 1645. When the civil
war broke out in 1642, there was no established army, merely various
Trained Bands and county militias, plus four English and four Scottish
foot regiments who had fought for the States of Holland. Both sides
began massive recruiting drives and in time parliament built up sizable
forces. However, many of its troops retained strong ties to their own
districts and counties and refused to march or fight far from home.
There were instances of troops performing well in defending their own
county or region but then refusing to march away to fight elsewhere. In
an attempt to overcome this difficulty, parliament proposed a thorough
overhaul of its army and military organisation during the winter .of
1644-5. At the same time, Cromwell and others were attempting to shake
up the command stru.cture and remove many of the existing, lacklustre
officers by introducing and backing a Self-Denying Ordinance, which
stated that military office and command could not be held by any· member
of either House of'Parliament. Proposed in December 1644, the measure
eventually passed both Houses on 3 April 1645. By that time, Fairfax
had already been nominated as General of the revamped parliamentary
army.
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The question remains - was Fairfax a good leader? ~irstly, we must
define "leadership". It has been described as "the ability to assume
overall control of a situation involving other P.eople and to enlist the
maximum co-operation of all concerned in reaching an objective by
influencing the group by the use of personal skills and qualities". [3)
What are these "personal skills and qualities" required? Hen~i Fayol
has identified five principles of leadership: 1. planning; 2.
organising; 3. commanding; 4. co-ordinating; and 5. controlling. (4)
Another expert in the field, Peter Drucker (Professor of Management at
the university of New York) has stressed the skills of communicating
and motivating. These principles and skills are particularly vital in
the military leader. There is probably no other field. of endeavour
where a leader is thrust so quickly into a position of great
responsibility as is the officer in time of war. The lives of many of
the nation's citizens depend upon his integrity, judgment and
knowledge.
.
By assessing the qualities of military leaders through history, it
is possible to identify six qualities that an excellent military leader
should possess. Firstly, military competence is essential, having the
ability of not only being knowledgable on military theory but also
being able to apply it and anticipate for every eventuality. Secondly,
a leader must have knowledge of tools, for a grounding in weapons and
eq~ipment and an understanding of the men he leads is. vita~ if the
leader expects to be successful and to continue to hold his position of
power. Thirdly, a leader must set high standards in training and
discipline, for an officer must build confidence in his men through
thorough training and good discipline. He must respect the dignity of
the individual, be seen to be fair and just to all. A military lead7r
in time of heated battle is totally dependent on the actions of his
men. Fourthly, a leader must h~ve inspirational ab.ility. By
demonstrating his military competence and enthusiastic dedication, an
officer will be able to inspire respect, confidence and loyalty in his
men, in order that they may work together for honour and g.lory.
Fifthly, a leader must display personal courage. This is an
indispensable quality in a military leader because, though he possesses
the normal human reactions of fear when in danger, he must remain cool
and have self control; he must share the risks of his men but refrain
from exposing himself recklessly. And sixthly, he must show
perseverance in adversity. A military leader must continue the momentum
regardless of defeat or overwhelming adversity, for his determination
can change the outcome of any situation.
There are many instances throughout Fairfax's military career
which highlight the special qualities needed to be a supreme military
commander. By exploring certain battles and instances, I will provide
the evidence to.prove this.
During the Yorkshire campaigns of 1643 Fairfax was commander of
the cavalry in the army of which his father had overall command. There
was no doubt that Fairfax possessed military competence and was fully
able to read a situation and act accordingly. In September 1643 he
appreciated that his small force of seven hundred horse and six hundred
foot in Beverley would be no match for the royalist army in the.region
which numbered 12,000 foot and 4,000 horse. So he hoped to buy time for
the foot to reach Hull by taking the horse and advancing towards the
enemy, leading them towards Beverley, fighting a running battle in the
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lanes and .then falling back themselves on liull with the royalists
pursuing them. This action was most successful and the
reached the walled town of Hull.
.
,
foot safely
A victory achieved at Selby in April 1644 proved to be of great
significance and justified Fairfax's decision to stay and aid his
father . rather than reinforce the Scots and Lord Leven in Durham Th
news of ·the victory was a shattering blow to the royalist~ an~
ultimately led to the battle of Marston Moor. Fairfax's initiative t 0
charge at the · head of his cavalry down · ousegate between the houses
which changed the course of the battle for _;Selby, assured victory an~
did a great deal to reinforce his fame and attention with parliament.
Later, when Fairfax moved further afield to fight for parliament
he proved that his military accomplishments were not confined to hi~
native Yorksh~re. In 1644, when parliament knew that Nantwich had to be
held at all costs - it was an important post for gathering intelligence
about roya+ist troop movements into the port of Chester from Ireland _
it was Fairfax, .then in Lincolnshire, who was ordered to ·go to the aid
of the town. This he did, despite the poor condition of his troops H
raised money on his own credit in order to clothe his men and t•h e
marched towar d s Nantw
· i ch with 1,800 horse and 500 dragoons. By the time
en
he reached Manchester
he had collected 3 , 000 foot , s omeo f womwere
h
.
the remnants of his army defeated at Adwalton Moor. At the Delamare·
.Forest a small force of dragoons managed to overcome a contingent of
royalists who tried to halt the advance. Fairfax continued on to
Nantwich and during the ensuing battle he took full advantage of the
gap left in the royalists' centre due to the withdrawal of the
regiments of Warren and Erle. It allowed him to split his force and
attack the royalist flanks, aided by musketeers rushing· out of
Nantw_ich, who attacked the royalist rear. He produced an overwhelming
victory for parliament, capturing 1,500 men including every royalist
colone~ present except Byron and safeguarding Cheshire and Lancashire
from royalist control.
There is no question that Fairfax was very knowledgable of his
profession, having gained a great deal of experience while fightin
abroad in the years before the civil war. He was able to use this t~
its full advan~age in England during the 1640s. When Fairfax was
appointed to command the New Model Army he made important changes to
the equipment of the musketeer. The bandoliers were replaced b
cartridge· cases, and the musket rest became a light-weight iron tub~
covered with leather which could double as a pike, when a concealed
short dagger ("Swine's feather") emerged from within at the touch of a
spring. He had been involved in many different types of warfare_
sieges, skirmishes and full-scale battles - and he was able to judge
both the capabilities of his men and the method needed for a given
situation. He was also good at dealing with senior officers. When
working with his council of war, he exhibited perspicaciousness
carefully listening to what each member had to say, though the ultimat~
decision was ·always his and it often differed from the advice his
council had given him.
It was while h~ was based in Yorkshire, during the opening• phase
of tJ:ie civil war, ~hat Fairfax led two successful . skirmishes against
the enemy. The first took place at Monk Fryston, where the enemy• s
quarters lay. Fairfax and five companies of foot and two troops of
horse proceeded to ransack the quarters in an effort to goad the
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royalists into battle and so release. royalist pressure from the
manufacturing towns of the region, many of which were under royalist
blockade. This first ploy was successful-and Fairfax planned a sec9nd
with Captain Botham; On 14 December Fairfax led three troops of horse
and one of dragoons out of Selby and rendezvoused with Botham and two
troops of horse from Cawood at Bishop's Wood. Royalist troop movements
c·aused the original. plan to. be scrapped, but FairfaX and Botham swooped
down on Sherburn, where a large royalist force lay. After fierce hand
to hand fighting, in which Fairfax's horse was killed, the enemy were
routed and expelled from the viliage. Fairfax safely led his men back
to Selby, carrying a n\llllber of important prisoners, trailEid by General
Goring and a royalist army.
During the siege of York of spring 1644 Fairfax showed 'his
ingenuity, placing field guns in stategic situations, maintaining a
heavy bombardment and mining the city walls in two areas. York was a
city dear to all Yorkshireman; it was also the site of the Fairfax
family home of Bishophill. Perhaps this redoubled Fairfax's resolve to
take the city without inflicting unnecessary damage and he showed
considerable thought and care in preserving important buildings and
other items for the nation and for future generations. York Minster
largely escaped damage and, even though the Church of Nicholas did
suffer, its carved porch and peel of bells survived. Fairfax had shown
great enlightenment when he paid the antiquary Roger Dodsworth E40 a
year from 1635 to 1644 to transcribe the records of the monasteries of
northern England, which were stored in St Mary's Tower, 'York. These he
preserved and presented to the Bodleian Library. St Mary's Tower itself
was mined and blown up in the course of the siege, burying and
destroying the historical documents. But Fairfax paid rewards to
soldiers who managed to rescue documents and many were, in fact, saved,
including the r~yming charter of King Athelstan to Bt John of Beverley.
Fairfax was far removed from Bismark's doctrine of "Blut Und
Eisen" (Blood and Iron). He combined a strong moral righteousness,
great devotion· and a fierce fighting spirit with -compassion and a love
for his fellow man. His strong sense of duty and stern discipline won
the implicit trust of his men and the respect of his· fellow officers.
Prior to the formation of the New Model Army, discipline amongst the
soldiers had been somewhat lax. Towns and villages were in constant
fear from parliamentary army looting, ransacking property and molesting
the inhabitants. When Fairfax took command this changed. He always had
strict control over his men and. made it very clear from the outset that
transgressors would be punished. The standards of discipline the men
·should follow were his own. He practised what he preached and his word
was his bond. The seriousness with which he took matters meant that any
incident was a betrayal of their mutual loyalty. There are many
incidents and resuiting punishments administered that illustrate very
clearly that -he meant business - deserters, mutineers and plµnderers
were hanged after court martial and blasphemers had their tongues bored
through with a hot iron.
There are· many examples of Fairfax's morals coming through while
on campaign. In 1645, when the army w~s marching through Hampshire,
Fairfax• s own regiment refused to take its turn at marching a·t the back
as rear-guards with the baggage. They ignored their officers, as they
thought it was their privilege as the General •s regiment always to be
at the head of the army. Without~ a word, Fairfax dismounted, placed
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himself at their head and marched them to the rear of the army. There
they remained for several miles, with Fairfax marching on foot at their
head. Nothing more was said, but everyone knew that they were all equal
and that there would be no special cases - the rules applied to all.
Before the battle of Naseby, Fairfax was alone patrolling the· lines and
watching the enemy. When he arrived back at Clllllp, he had forgotten the
pass-word and had to wait for the officer of the guard to verify who he
was. Fairfax had the sentry collllDended and rewarded for his diligence.
At Adwalton Moor, during some very fierce fighting, two royalist
commanders, Colonels Howard and Heron were killed. Four of Fairfax's
troopers were stripping Heron •s body when a stray cannon ball killed
two and wounded the others. Fairfax was so disgusted by their behaviour
that he reportedly commented on
a remarkable Passage of Divine Justice [on] ••• these Villains. Wee
had not yet Martial Law amongst us, which gave mee a good Occasion
to improve itt, by shewinge the souldjers the Sinfulness of the
Act, and now God would punish when Men wanted Power to doe itt.
[SJ

During the battle of Naseby, Fairfax charged a stubborn body of bluecoats and, once in the centre, managed to kill the ensign, thus
capturing the colours. A soldier in Captain D'Oyley•s regiment bragged
to everyone that he had captured the colours. He was reprimanded by
D'Oyley, but Fairfax said, "I have enough honour; let him take that to
himself". [6]
An area of great controvery has always been the siege of
Colchester and the executions of Lucas and Lisle. Many things have been
written about Fairfax being a tyrannical murderer (wholly out of
character), mainly in articles and books based on false or twisted
facts dating from the Restoration era. The truth is that they both knew
the consequences of defeat or surrender from the outset. No quarter
would be given and, realising this, they tried to escape many times in
the course of the siege and to prolong that siege in order to give
themselves more time to get away. They had both been taken prisoner
previously, had not been exchanged and were therefore on parole. To
make matters worse, Lucas had compounded for his lands, which meant
that he had paid a fine, said he recognised the government as lawful
and pledged that he would not take up arms against it or its agents. He
therefore committed an act of treason when he helped instigate the
rising ~n Kent, following two years of peace. He took nine or ten
parliamentary commissioners as prisoners and held them in Colchester.
Lucas, Lisle and their fellow conspirators forced their way into
Colchester totally against the will of the citizens. Throughout the
entire siege the inhabitants were made to endure the most appalling
hardships and suffer the degradation of their homes being burnt,
ransacked ·and pillaged. Women and children were abused. They were
eating dogs, cats and horses (except those permanently saddled for
Lucas, Lisle and other leaders' getaway). Women in their misery were
crying in the streets for food fo~r their chil.dren and the callous
officers told them to eat their children. Their execution was justified
- they were court-martialled and fo.und guilty. There are acts that
occur in war. that come about through necessity. The suffering of
Colchester, however, was avoidable and therefore its instigators were
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guilty of war crimes. The death sentences had to be carried out,, ~ot
through revenge, but to give justice to those individuals and families
who had suffered in Colchester and also as a deterrent to others who
wished to continue the pointless war.
Fairfax was a very remarkable man. He not only had the trust and
loyalty of his men but was also widely admired and eve.n received the
r.espect of many of his enemies. The Countess of Derby said of him t~at,
despite "various opinions about his intellect, there was no doubt[ing]
his courage, and that he was a man of his word". [7] The admiration and
confidence that many had in him meant that he inspired others to
achieve feats with his enthusiastic dedication that would probably have
appeared impossible in hindsight. At the battle of Adwalton Moor, the
parliamentary forces were outnumbered four to one, yet to their credit
repeatedly they managed to hold the royalists off. The course of the
battle changed after. the royalist Colonel Skirton charged a stand of
pikes, for the parliamentarians on the left started to retreat en
masse. This was unknown to Fairfax, who continued to stand his ground.
When eventually he had to retreat, he marched down Warren's Lane to
Gomersal and then on to Halifax, a track of eight miles on top of the
fifteen his men had already marched to Adwalton and their exertions in
battle. Even then, he did not halt at Halifax but decided to press on
to the safer haven of Bradford, a further six to eight miles away. This
was indeed an extraordinary feat and could only have been accomplished
by a man possessing exceptional skills and qualities of leadership •.
Again, at Winceby Fairfax led the small reserve of horse against
the royalists' flank and was heard to say, "come let us fall on, I
never prospered better when I fought against the enemy three or four to
one". [ 8] The royalists broke and were pursued; in the end, 200 were
killed and 2,000 taken prisoner.
In 1645, after careful preparation, Fairfax's New Model Army was
ready for action. His wish was to do· battle with the King as soon as
possible, with the aim of speedily ending the_ war. This was made
possible when "the King stormed Leicester and threatened the safety of
out-lying areas. Fairfax had already been blitzkrieging around the
country, relieving the ·siege of Taunton and gaining parts of
Oxfordshire, when the longed-for battle came into sight. Fairfax
recalled as many troops as possible within the time and sent Hammond to
parliament demanding the appointment of Oliver Cromwell ·as his
Lieutenant General of the Horse. He was now ready and had vital
intelligence, gathered by himself and others, on the plans and
whereabouts of the royalist forces. By fate, Naseby became the site of
the battle. It lasted three ho·urs, during which Fairfax led a
successful charge of the right wing, brought up detachments when
needed rallied brqken regiments and, together with Colonel D'Oyley,
overc;me the body of blue-coats, so beginning the collapse of the
royalist line. Fairfax redeployed his army and produced a secon~ line
for battle. At this stage, the King was urged to leave by his advisors,
which sent panic through the royalist army and heralded the end of the
battle. It was a most decisive victory over the King, who lost his army
and had many of his senior officers captured. The royal baggage train
was seized and amongst it was found the King's correspondence, proving
beyond a shadow of a doubt that he was seeking aid from a~road in order
to prolong the war and the suffering. In November 1645 Fairfax returned
to London to receive the thanks of both Houses of Parliament and of the
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City.
••• As after that great Prince Julius Caesar his successors
retained the name of Caesar. Thus hereafter all famous and
victorious succeeding generals in this Kingdom will desire the
addition of the name of Fairfax. [9]
Fairfax's brilliant courage was needed by the parliamentary forces
during the opening phase of the war, for in those early campaigns and
battles they were often heavily outnumbered. It was this quality, above
all, which allowed him to remain cool in command, in order to use his
other skills to bring about victories. While his father was at
Tadcaster, Fairfax was at Wetherby with 40 horse and 300 foot. Early
one morning, as he was preparing to ride to Tadcaster; a body of 800
royalists led by Sir Thomas Glemham arrived at the gates of the town.
Fairfax galloped to the men's quarters and, with the aid of only two
sergeants and two pikemen, managed to fight them off, killirtg the
royalist Major Carr. They were later reinforced by other pikemen. The
explosion of his magazine ended a second royalist attempt to capture
the place. Fairfax lost only ten men, seven of them when the powder
blew up, and took a number of prisoners.
On another occasion, Fairfax decided to take Wakefield and
rendezvoused at Howley on Saturday 20 May 1643. on the next day, Whit
Sunday, he and a force of 1,200 men reached Wakefield, where the
royalists were ready, for them and numbered 3,000 foot and seven troops
of horse·•. Fairfax decided to attack the town in three places. The
parliamentary foot, led by Gifford and William Fairfax (his cousin),
dashed forward and drove the enemy from behind their earthworks.
Fair fax then charged through with his troop of horse. He sing lehandedly took prisoner two enemy colonels, but ··he became separated from
his troop and found himself in the market place, facing an entire
regiment of royalist foot. Before they were able to realise ·who he was,
he turned and galloped away, leaped over the earthworks and joined his
men who were bringing up a gun. This proved to be a very important
success for the parliamentarians. Goring and seven other officers as
well as 1,400 soldiers were.taken prisoner, 28 colours captured and a
great store of ammunition seized - it turned out to be Newcastle's main
magazine. Although facing vastly superior numbers, Fairfax achieved all
this and lost only seven men killed.
Fairfax ha.d his share of misfortune, like all commanders in
history, ' but because of his determination and personal ·skills. he was
able to overcome adversity and succeed. Though he suffered a defeat at
Seacroft Moor, Fairfax still achieved his objective of delaying
Goring's advance to allow enough time for the main body of his father's
army to reach Leeds without destruction. At the battle of Marston Moor,
Fairfax was in charge of the parliamentary right wing, facing Goring,
and was in direct command of around 4, 100 men out of a total army of
around 27, 000 - it was the first time he had commanded such a large
force. Moreover, the parliamentary right had to fight on the most
difficult ground of the whole battle?ield, a mass of ditches and dense
undergrowth. As Fairfax charged
the head of his cavalry, he was
confronted by the enemies' alternate-: bodies of horse and musketeers,
causing heavy' parliamentary casualties. He at last broke through the
gorse bushes and, together with 400 troopers, was able to overcome this
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part of the royalist wing, chasing fugiti"."es along the road· towards
York. In this desperate battle, Fairfax received a sabre slash to the
cheek, while his horse was wounded by musket fire. Meanwhile, on the
left ... wing Cromwell had been wounded in the neck while resisting the
fierce charge of Rupert's cavalry, and Leslie continued to fight.
Goring •s cavalry drove back Fair·fax• s parliamentarians, who then
panicked and caused much of Leven's and Ferdinando Fairfax's infantry
to flee. ThiS left Manchester's and some of the Scottish foot bravely
to· hold off the attack from the royalist infantry. Fairfax now found
himself surrounded by royalist horse. Removing the white field sign
from his hat, he rode through the ·enemy to meet up with Manchester's
horse on the left wing. E!e rallied Cromwell's men and, together with
Colone°! Lambert and five or. six troops of horse who had made their way
from the right wing, charged and scattered Goring's horse. Able now to
relieve brave Manchester and the Scottish foot, they carried all before
them crushing Newcastle's white-coats, who refused to submit and
heroically fought on to the last man. Fairfax was heard to cry, "spare
the poor deluded Count~n! O spare them who are misled, and know not
what they do". [10]
Fairfax had immense ·personal courage. Whatever the situation, he
showed no fear. Though this quality is vitally ·important when in
command, a commander who· behaved in a reckless or exceptionally
foolhardy manner, needlessly putting himself in danger, would
ultimately put the men under his command at risk. It was not misguided
bravery when, at Naseby and elswhere, Fairfax decided to charge the
enemy at the head ·of his army, for in the seventeenth century it
inspired the soldiers. But, to his credit, he very quickly appreciated
the situation he was in and was able to change the course of events and
bring about a parliamentary victory in place of what had been a certain
royalist one.
,
The last question to ask is whether Fairfax played a significant
role in the war. Brigadier Peter Young has stated that, "I assert that
no Parliamentarian· leader did as much to win the two. English Civil Wars
as Sir Thomas Fairfax". [11) He was popular with everyone, steadfast in
his beliefs and had a strong, balanced view of events. He was not
caught up in the politics of, the age and consequently got on with .the
job. He was honest and loyal and was therefore a fine example to the
parliamentary cause. Chuang-Tse, Taoism's second most important writer,
has written:
It is widely recognised that the courageous spirit of a single man
can in inspire to victory an-army of thousands. If one concerned
with ordinary gain can create such an effect, how much more will
be produced by one.who cares for greater things!
Fairfax brought a strong discipline to the army and turned the rabble
into a highly trained fighting machine. There.was a tight control over
men in.battle and almost immediately the end was in sight. It is ironic
that Fairfax, the man who ended the war, had in July 1642 tried to
present to the King on Hayworth Moor a petition urging him not to start
it. Perhaps the last words on leadership should. be left to Dr John
Adair, who described perfectly the measure by which a leader can be
judged:
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Ilston is a small, inland village, in the heart of the Gower
peninsula, West Glamorgan. It stands at the head of an attractive
wooded valley, Ilston ewm, through which a stream meanders south. The
village is little more than a row of houses along a country lane, and
even the neighbouring quarry is disused and has reverted to a nature
reserve. The most impressive and eyecatching feature of the village is
its church, dedicated to St Illtyd. Yet for all its remote tranquility,
Ilston holds a key place in the ecclesiastical history of Wales and
Britain. For it was here, in the village and its valley, that one of
the earliest Baptist congregations gathered to worship.
The Baptist movement
mushroomed during the 1640s, taking
advantage of the religious freedom of the civil war years and the
breakdown in censorship. Baptiste split into two groups: General
Baptists, who rejected Calvinist ideas of predestination and believed
that all might be saved through grace, and Particular Baptists, who
held to the Calvinist belief that only the elect were predestined to be
saved. Both stressed the need for the complete separation of church and
state, believed in rigorous self-discipline, shunned all types of
"sins", including gambling and dancing, and laid great weight on the
gospels. Baptist congregations were voluntary associations of free and
equal members, who organised their churches on a democratic basis,
electing their ministers or elders. They held that the baptism of the
unthinking,· unknowing infant was worthless. Instead, the baptism of the

adult believer sealed the covenant of grace and marked his or her entry
into the church. The Baptist movement grew rapidly from the mid 1640s
onwards and by the Restoration there were around ~50 Baptist churches
in England and Wales, with a total of perhaps 25, oo·o Baptists.
There had been Baptists in, Wales and the Marches before the
foundation of the Ilston church. As early as 1633, for example, there
had been a Baptist community at Olchon, on the borders of Herefordshire
and Monmouthshire, and there were Baptists in Radnorshire in the mid
1640s. But there is no evidence that a properly organised, distinct and
visible church of Baptist believers existed in Wales before 1 October
1649. It was on that date that John Mi'J.es established his Baptist
church at Ilston.
John Miles or Myles .is a shadowy figure. He was born in 1621 in a
Welsh speaking part of Herefordshire. In 1636 he matriculated at
Brasenose College, Oxford. What brought him to South Wales and the
Gower by the late 1640s is unknown. He may have served in the
parliamentary army sent to restore order in the area in 1648. In spring
1649 he and a colleague, Thomas Proud, travelled to London and attended
the Glass House, the leading Baptist church in the capital. Duly
inspired, Miles returned to South Wales determined to spread the word.
Miles founded his first Baptist congregation at Ilston, where he
served from 1649 as rector of the parish church in place of an ejected
royalist, William Houghton. We know a great deal about the Baptist
congregation through the chance eurvi val of the "Ilston Churchbook",
now preserved in America. Miles was rather disappointed that his first
two converts at Ilston were women, though consoled himself by believing
that the Lord was "thereby teaching us not to despise the day of small
things"! By October 1650 the Ilston Baptists numbered 43 and by the end
of that year Miles had baptised his fiftieth member. ·The last baptism
recorded in the Churchbook occurred in August 1660, a few months after
the return of Charles II. By then, 'the Ilston Baptist church had a
little over 250 members.
The Ilston congregation adapted to take account of the scattered
nature of its members - they were drawn from villages and hamlets all
over the Gower, with some living further afield, to the east of Swansea
or north of the Loughor estuary. In an area where roads and transport
were poor, this inevitably created difficulties. As a result, Miles
agreed that the whole Baptist congregation should gather at Ilston on
only certain Sundays each month. On the other Sundays, and also on set
weekdays, the congregation would divide and meet as a number of more
local "house-groups", in the houses of its leading members. They became
sub-districts of the Ilston church. But all serious matters, such as
the baptism and admission of new members, advice to existing members
who were planning to marry, and questions of discipline - during the
1650s a handful of members were expelled for drunkenness and sexual
misconduct - were to be referred to the full Ilston meetings. There,
too, training sessions on preaching took place and approval was given
to new preachers. Although Miles had acted as leader from its
foundation, not until November 1651 did the Ilston Baptists formally
appoint their own officers. Miles was elected pastor, assisted by an
elder. Deacons were elected for each of the sub-disticts.
Miles was determined to spread the word throughout South Wales. In
the early 1650s, and under his influence, further Baptist churches were
founded elsewhere - at Hay on Wye and Llanharan/Llantrisant in 1650, at
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Leadership may often draw a man or woman into situations in which
goodness will be tested by loneliness if by no stronger evil
force. Perhaps only those leaders who pass through their ordeal,
refined or tempered, can contribute anything of lasting value to
the progress of mankind, or even to that of one other human soul.
C V Wedgwood.
2. John Vicars, God's Ark p. 47; Old Parliamentary History XII,
423; Journals of the House of Lords, 16 October 1643.
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4. Henri Fayol, Industrial and General Administration.
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Carmarthen in 1651 and at Abergavenny in 1652. Sadly, the records of
these churches are much poorer than those of the Ilston church. The
five churches maintained close and regular contact and representatives
from each met periodically to discuss points of difficulty or dispute
and to maintain overall discipline. Between 1650 and 1656 at least
seven such "General Meetings" are known to have been held, the first at
Ilston on·6 and 7 November 1650.
Miles•s star was in the ascendant during the 1650s. As well as his
work with the Baptist churches, he was minister of Ilston parish,
appointed an "Approver" under the Act for the Propagation of the Gospel
in Wales of February 1650 and named a "Trier" under the Protector's
church Ordinance of August 1654. But with the Restoration, his fortunes
rapidly waned. Miles was promptly ejected from the living of Ilston and
the former minister, William Houghton, restored. For a time, he
probably struggled on in the Ilston area, but by 1663 he and several of
his Baptist colleagues had emigrated to Rehoboth, Massachusetts, where
he founded the first Baptist church in that state. Expelled from
Rehoboth in 1667, he moved on and founded a new town, which he named
Swansey. He served as its first minister and schoolmaster and, although
Indian attacks forced him to seek refuge in Boston in 1675-8, he spent
his last years teaching and preaching in his new town. He died at
Swansey, now Barrington, Rhode Island, on 3 February 1684. His grave is
unmarked and unknown, but in 1905 a commemorative stone and monument in
his honour was unveiled in Barrington. Back in Ilston, the remaining
members of his Baptist congregation were scattered, or forced
underground, by the Conventicle Act of 1664. Not until 1689 did the
Baptists and other Protestant Nonconformists win grudging religious
toleration. In time, Wales in general and Swansea in particular became
strongholds of revived Baptism, but Ilston never recovered its former
prominence and sank back into obscurity.
From 1649 until 1660 the Ilston Baptists met in the parish church
of St Illtyd, of which Miles was rector or minister, though they always
referred to the place as their "Meeting House", not their "church" or
"chapel". Baptist services and meetings were open only to members indeed, Miles was insistent that non-baptised sympathisers should not
be allowed to attend. But Miles would also have held more general
services for all the parishioners of Ilston, the majority of whom
remained non-Baptists. The church had been built by the local de Brees
family in the thirteenth century, probably on the site of an earlier
Christian cell. It was drastically "restored" inside and out in the mid
nineteenth century, and many of the features familiar to Miles and his
Baptists have been destroyed or altered beyond recognition. It is a
fairly plain building, with a chancel, a nave with a south chapel, a
massive, squat tower with a saddleback roof on the south side of the
nave and a south porch. Memorial tablets from the chancel, some dating
from the late seventeenth century, have been relaid in the vestry.
Over half a mile south-west of the church, deep in Ilston Cwm and
near the bank of the stream (map reference SS 553894), is another
religious site. The date and history of the remains are not entirely
clear and no thorough archaeological or architectural survey has ever
been. published. HOIO'ever, the present ruins are probably the western
portion of a small, rectangular chapel, known as Trinity Well chapel,
dating from the late Middle Ages and built, like many similar Catholic
chapels, to honour the well and water supply. According to a strong
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tradition, but one which receives no clear confirmation in surviving
contemporary documents, at some stage - perhaps between 1660, when
Miles lost his living and therefore the use of the parish church, and
1G63-4, when the congregation broke up or was suppressed - Miles and
his colleagues used either this pre-Reformation chapel or a small,
crude building erected next to it as a Baptist meeting house. If so,
the site, although used by the Baptists only briefly, would have
considerable historical significance.
Deserted, neglected and allowed to decay over the subsequent
centuries, the ruins attracted renewed interest in the years between
the two world wars. During the 1920s plans were put in hand not only to
tidy up and consolidate the surviving remains of the pre-Reformation
chapel but also to commemorate the Baptist association with the site.
on 13 June 1928 a ceremony took place to unveil a memorial tablet
there, in the form ·of a stone pulpit bearing an open bible. The
inscription was suitably cautious:
To commemorate the foundation in this valley of the first Baptist
church in Wales 1649-60 and to honour the memory of its founder
John Miles. This ruin is the site of the pre-Reformation chapel of
Trinity Well and is claimed by tradition as a meeting place of the
above Cromwellian church.
David Lloyd George was guest of honour and he unveiled the memorial and
delivered an oration.
In the late 1930s at least two "Grand Pageants" were held in the
Ilston valley to commemorate Miles's Baptist church. They took the form
of costume re-enactments of historical scenes, factual or imaginary,
interspersed with music and singing. Local clerics and civic
dignitaries took the leading parts, including those of Miles, Proud,
Houghton, Philip Jones (governor of Swansea) and Oliver Cromwell. The
latter appears.in scene IV, stopping at Swansea en route to take ship
to Ireland and supposedly deciding to visit Miles at Ilston. There he
was welcomed by Miles and was presented with gifts from "Morriston
maidens" before replying ·in a speech in which he played on his own
welsh ancestry, stressed the need for religious liberty and praised
Miles and his church. In reality, Cromwell's brief stay in Swansea
while en route to Milford Haven and Ireland occurred at the end of July
1649, two months before Miles established his Ilston church. There is
no evidence that Cromwell ever met Miles, let alone traipsed out to
nston.
In recent years the site has sunk back into obscurity and is
rather overgrow in summer. It can, however, be visited quite easily,
for it lies close to the public footpath which runs along the bottom of
Ilston cwm. It is roughly a quarter of a mile from the southern end of
the footpath, whic;h joins the main A4118 half a mile or so east of
Parkmill. A longer but far more attractive walk is to approach the
ruins from the northern, Ilston end of the cwm - the footpath begins by
St Illtyd's church.
The last word on Ilston and its Baptist church should go to John
Miles, as recorded in the Ilston Churchbook:
we cannot but admire at the unsearchable wisdom, power and love of
God, 'in bringing about his own designs, far above and beyond the
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capacity and understanding of the wisest of men. Thus, to the
glory of his own great name, hath He dealt with us;. for when there
had been no company or society of people,·· holding forth and
professing the doctrine, worship, order and discipline of the
gospel, according to the primitive institution, that ever we heard
of in all Wales, since the apostacy, it pleased the Lord to choose
this dark corner to place his name in, and honour us, undeserving
creatures, with the ha·ppiness of· being the first in all these
parts, among whom was practised the glorious ordinance of baptism,
and here to gather the first church of baptised believers.

OBITUARIES
During the past year, we have lost two of our longest serving Vice
Presidents - Dr Esmond Samuel de Beer, CBE and Hugh Mackintosh Foot,
Lord Caradon of St Cleer - and Mr Donald Blanchard Good, founder and
chairman of the Association's Yorkshire ·Group. Appreciations of the
former have been written by fellow Vice Presidents. The obituary of Mr
Good has been kindly supplied by his son.

EBlllDlld de Beer.

Esmond de Beer, CBE, DLitt, FBA, FSA, FRSL, FRHistS, was an early
member of the Council of the Cromwell Association and at one time
attended its meetings regularly. He was always helpful with advice. It
is interesting that he was sharply critical of W C Abbott's· edition of
The Writings and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell and hoped that a new and
00re scholarly-;dition wouid one day be published.· ,
De Beer himself was a distinguished scholar, an honorary Fellow of
New College, Oxford, where· he had read modern history and been much
influenced by the teaching and example of Sir Charles Firth. Like
Firth, he was a wealthy man.who could afford to devote his whole life
to historical research. His editions of John Evelyn's Diary and John
Locke's Letters were impeccable. The index to the six vol_umes of Evelyn
can be described as unique. His knowledge of seventeenth-century
history was profound and he was certainly an admirer of Oliver Cromwell
both as a statesman and a Christian.

Lard Caradcm.
Hugh Mackintosh Foot, Lord Caradon of St Clear, will be greatly
mourned by those who knew him and by the nation in general for the
great contribution he made in d!'lvdicated service. Members of the
Cromwell Association will have a special regret in remembering .his
suppg~ over many years to our work. <Many members will also know that
he was the second son of our founder, the Rt Hon Isaac Foot PC; and a
member of one of the most respected political families to have served
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the country during this century. The continuing sense of political and
social service shown by his brothers, Sir Dingle Foot, a former
Solicitor General, John Foot, now Lord Foot, an indefatigable worker
for social justice, and the Rt Hon Michael Foot, former Labour leader
and a formidable persuasive orator.in the same pursuit, was effectively
paralleled in the diplomatic career of Lord caradon. Of a more extravert temperament than his brothers, he pursued a different course from
them, perhaps typically represented by his going to Cambridge and
becoming President of the Union there, while they all became President
of the Union at Oxford.
A most able and approachable administrator, he brought his
expansive charm to the important posts that he held in the course of
his distinguished progress from early appointments in Palestine and the
Near East to the later Governorships of Cyprus and Jamaica and in his
representation of Britain at the United Nations and subsequent work on
behalf of agencies of that organisation.
During his Governorship of Cyprus his great negotiating skill and
personal courage were evident in his public actions in that tense
confrontation that existed between the Greek and Turkish communities in
1958. At this time he received the continuing public appreciation and
regarq that remained with him.
Like his brothers, he always maintained a great interest in the
Cromwell Association and was until his death_, a Vice President, ·giving
the address at the Annual Service on two occasions.
His loss will be deeply felt by his family, members of the
Association and by all who knew his as a warm, attractive, forthright
personality as well as an extraordinarily effective and dedicated
public servant.
Tzad.n Copplestone

Daaal.d Bl.ancbanl. Good.

Donald Blanchard Good died in hospital in his home town of Otley
on 3 February 1991, aged BO. years. He had a lifetime interest in Oliver
Cromwell that had been kindled in history lessons at school in
Dewsbury.
He was a. member of the Cromwell Association for many years, and
was the founder of the Yorkshire Group. He served as Chairman. of the
Group from its formation until his death. '<He worked tirelessly for the
Association in general and the Yorkshire Group in particular. He
started the postal shop, selling busts, r~~lica seals, ties, engraved
goblets and so forth.
Dona.Id Good negotiated on behalf of the Association for the
erection of the Lambert Memorial in Kirkby Malham parish church. Many
members will recall attending the Dedication Service in this beautiful
little Yorkshire Dales church at which."D B" preached the sermon:
He spent many hours negotiating wit!l the Long Marston parish
council to secure the future of the Marston Moor monument. Just before
he died, he was delighted to hear that after much pressure from him,
Harrogate borough council were to arrange the erection of a Visitor
Display Board at the site of the battle. Again, members may recall
attending the Association• s AGM there in 1989 and "D B" speaking about
the battle.
Donald Good was a typical Yorkshireman, not afraid to say what he
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believed. Together with others, he raised the matter of the Association
having a written constitution. In later life; he toured Yorkshire
giving iectures on the life and times of . Oliver Cromwell to retired
groups, church fellowships, historical socie~ies, school groups and so
on.

He was a life-long Methodist, being a local preacher for sixty
years; he also lectured on the life and t;imes of John Wesley. By
profession, he was a master j"oiner and funeral director. He had his own
business in Otley for over fifty years. In the mid 1970s he featured in
a BBC TV documentary on funeral directors. Bis business specialised in
the manufacture of teak garden furniture and DB Good seats can be
found ~t Buckingham Palace, the House of Commons and in parks all over
Britain.
Bis beloved wife Jessie died· in March last year. Donald missed her
very much and.his health deteriorated in those last months. Be leaves a
son and a daughter. Many members of the Yorkshire Group and the
Cromwell Association attended a Thanksgiving Service for the Life of
Donald Good at the Otley Methodist Church on 17 March 1991.
Bicban1 D GOod

BOOK REVIEWS
Philip Aubrey, Mr secretary Thurloe: cromwell 's Secretary of~
1652-1660 (Athlone Press, 1990, £32.00).
Biography is one of the classic forms of historical scholarship,
and one that currently enjoys something of a revival. To study the life
of a notable rather than to study an historical problem,' or to approach
a problem through the life of an actor in it, seems more justifiable
now than it would have been back in the sixties and seventies·, when the
lives of people in the mass seemed to hold more interest for
professional historians, at' least. Some of these fashions in historical
genres reflect modern cultural and political sea-changes. As British
society lur~hed to the "rifght in the 1980s, so the reputations of
conservative and liberal historians seemed to rise at the expense of
marx ist and neo-marxist practitioners, and older hi st or ical genres
enjoyed'a renaissance. We should be happy with the best manifestations
of these changes. Ronald Button •s biography of Charles II is proof
enough that biography is still worthwhile. · ·
But does ev~y actor on ,the public stage require or deserve a
Life? The best, most memorable, studies are' of men and women whose
personalities seem interesting and strong enough to have moulded their
public lives. The fasc~nation of a good life of someone like the Lord
Protector lies in the sense we have that things could have been
different if Cromwell had not been~~ manic depressive, for example, or
if he had not had the gift of judging character. Not everyone comes
into this category, of course, and the swathe of individuals in the
seco-nd rank .of public life in the-mid seventeenth century has been
treated patchily and often indifferently by biographers. Should we

The late Mr Philip Aubrey, a life member of this Association,
judged that John Thurloe, "Cromwell's Master Spy" in the sobriquet of
an earlier chronicler, deserved better. )ii s book, published
p'osthumously, is really something more than a co~entional biography.
The chapter headings deal not with. episodes in his subject's life, but
with political themes: foreign affairs, politicai and parliamentary
affairs, control of intelligence, and so on. The book deals only with
the eight years in which Thurloe's career was significant, the years of
his work as Secretary of State. on the whole, the scheme of Mr"'Aubrey•s
book works well: what we get is a study of the main themes of central
government activity, mainly during the Protectorate. Mr Aubrey· was a
careful historian, and his standard of accuracy is high. Sometimes his
treatment of matters su_ch as religion and ideas seems rather overschematic, and his irritation with politicians in the past (and in the
present?) seems at once naive and not very penetrating, as when he
syll!pathises with Thurloe's inability "to understand the eternal
preference of politicians 'tor tearing each other to pieces and stirring
·distrust rather than working for the peace and contentment of all" (p.
138). Occasiqnally, too, the chapter divisions are unhelpful to an
appreciation of the sweep of events: we have the episode of the Major
Generals detached from the account of Penruddock's rising, when the
intl!!gri ty of the historical . record would have demanded that they were
linked.
·
As a former intelligence officer himself, Mr Aubrey was perhaps
uniquely placed to probe-the mental world of someone like Thurloe, and
his judgement is that Thurloe spoke for "all who yearned for an end to
party faction and strife, so that the nation could work as one so that
each citizen could pursue his personal bent in an atmosphere of freedom
and justice for all" ( p. 221). I find this difficult tg accept, both as
a verdict on Thurloe and as a comment on the aims of those in
governments of the seventeenth century. The aims and character of
Thurloe seem to me to remain opaque. In this sense Mr Aubrey's subject
eluded him and the book is less than a biography, since we get little
impression of what made Thurloe tick.
Nevertheless, it seems to me that no-one could have done more to
illuminate this essentially retiring and modest individual, who like so
many more on the parliamentary sic\e, started off as a legal factotum
and ended up as a factotum to the mighty. Thurloe was a competent
administrator of integrity; this Mr Aubrey proves beyond question. It
is interesting to compare his subject to Colonel Philip Jone"s, the
friend who was with Thurloe when he died in 1668. Like Thurloe, Jones
had ample opportunity to acquire office and wealth; unlike Thurloe, he
was dogged by allegations of corruption. The difference between them
lies in Thurloe's almost exclusive existence within the confines of
central government office. Jones, by contrast, was always shuttling
between his local power-base in South Wales and Whitehall and
Westminster, and it was in the tensions and collisions between these
arenas that he bec_ame unstuck. For these kinds of contrasts to be drawn
out, biography is not necessarily the best vehicle. Here, the skilis of
the social scientist and the study of classes and masses come into
their own again.
Stephen Roberts
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The Seventeenth Century in 1990
I did not think much of Ruth Spalding's :J.975 biogri;iphy of
Bulstrode Whitelocke (1605-75), with its vague title, The Improbable
Puritan - most puritans, a very mixed lot, were improbable - but her
iiiOS"t""recent work on this cultivated, conceited and unsinkable man of
affairs is more substantial. Whitelocke, politician, lawyer, diplomat,
dilettant~, played a prominent part in the Rump, under both Cromwells
and, though without an official position, even after the Restoration.
He always had
lot to say for himself (but appears to have been a keen
listener, too) and, luckily for historians, ;was tirelessly scribacious.
His Memorials are a principal source for Cromwell 'a conversations,
indispensable for my recent edition of the speeches. Whitelocke •s
journal of his Swedish embassy throws light on the Protector's complex
foreign polic~. Much of his work remains in manuscript but at last Dr
Spalding•s·fascination for, not to say obsession with, this man of many
parts has ·led her to a masterly annotated edition of his so-called
Diary, handsom_ely published for the British Academy by Oxford
university Press (E60). It takes him from more or less the womb to the
tomb, mingli·ng his not uninteresting private life (including his
health, about which. he, like most contemporaries, was ever-_anxious)
with public affairs, narrated often in detail and sometimes with acute
observations. He was never as unbuttoned as Pepys, but like him
appreciated music, not least that Interregnum innovation, opera. Dr
Spalding supplies three solid introductory chapters on the diarist and
his background, on the diary itself with· other writings, and an
exposition of her own meticulous editorial methods. Beyond even that,
she has compiled "as an appendix" a second substantial tome made up of
biographies of contemporaries of Bulstrode Whitelocke (Oxford UP for
the British Academy, £47.50), chiefly men, of course,'whose names crop
up in the ·diary. The famous - Cromwell and Queen Christina - rub
shoulders with John Smith "a musician and servitor" in Whi telocke' s
retinue to Sweden, "an honest civil man, very skilful", and Joseph
Nansen, a clerk once in the employ of Arthur Hesilrige, whose fine
handwriting took Bulstrode's fancy. For these two volumes, a "must" for
every student of the Interregnum, the Academy, the Press and, above
all, the editor ~eserve congratulations.
Anne Laurance•s Parliamentary Army Chaplains 1642-51 (Boydell
Press for the Royal Historical Society, E29.50) attempts to identify,
give biographical details of and classify all the men paid as chaplains
during those years. Not an easy task, but one performed with skill and
assiduity in working through material often miserly in the information
yielded up. (Men who may merely on the odd occasion have preached to
some army group or other are excluded.) Beliefs and attitudes - religious, political and whatever - are examined, but for most it has not
proved possible to assign specific denominations. Given that diversity
which Thomas Edwards characterised as "gangrene", almost any
categorisation calls for "a certain arbitrariness", particularly as in
such turbulent times men's attitudes and aspirations could change with
great rapidity - as, for~instance, did chaplain Laurence Clarks~n's in
his Lost sheep Found ( 1660, reprinted by The Rota, Exeter, 1981) · Dr
Laur.ence (of theopen University) considers conditions of service,
finding a few chaplains who held military rank. She dispels the notion
that a chaplaincy might be "a back-door entry into the clerical
profession". Most chaplains were, in fact, already making a career in
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the ministry. The connections of these men and radicalism are examined,
but there •is little evidence of "preaching, praying and psalm-singing"
soldiers heartily inspired by chaplains. Indeed, .th_s New Model Army, so
far as its chaplains went, was neither politically radical nor
predominantly sectarian, but, rather, pluralist. There were a few, but
very few, "mechanick preachers". More significant were the chaplains
who were university trained. Their later careers were very similar to
those of the parish clergy at large. None of this is very surprising,
but it is good to have it so convincingly laid out. Half the book is a
scholarly biographical dictionary. I was pleased to find in it one
Henry Root(s) serving in Cromwell's own 'regiment during 1650-51. But
sadly he was not a man of Kent.
Interest in the mil~tary history of,the 1640s and 1650s continues
to be stimulated by the re-enactment societies - some of whose members
seem to have taken part in·a recent rather touching Weetabix television
commercial. Guided tours of the battlefields have also started to
become popular. Dr Peter Gaunt• s Cromwellian Gazetteer must be a
godsend to their organisers. Another attractive vade-mecum is Martyn
Bennett's The Traveller• s·Guide to the Battle.fields of the English
Civil War (Webb & Bower,· E19.95). Copiously illustrated -with -battle
plans, maps, portraits, engravings and photographs, it lives well up
to,. and indeed beyond, its· title, bringing in Scotland and, more
cursorily, Ireland. A great deal of stimulating and useful information
is conveyed in a clear and practical way, appealing both textually and
pictorially. Charles I appears in full colour in a Mytens rather than
van Dyke portrait. Cromwell is assigned to black and white. (Dr
Bennett's PhD was on the Midlands royalists.) The account of the battle
of Naseby is enhanced with an illustration provided by Sir Ch~rles
Rowley - it is extraordinary that Sir Charles has let the author get
away without making any reference ·to, the controversy over "the road"
being flung over the site.
Dr Kevin Sharpe has written extensively and almost always
provocatively about many aspects of early Stuart history. His Criticism
and Compliment: the Politics of Literature in the England of Charles I
{1987) has put hiiil among the leaders of that happy· miscell_aneous band
of (more or less) brothers, the revisionists. Yet his unexceptionable
view that the interconnections of history (political, soc.ial or
whatever) and literature, imaginative or otherwise, in our. period are
worth close exploration makes him at one with the "old guard" and "old
hat" historians - in Dr Jonathan Clark• s elegant characterisation like c H Firth and Dr Christopher Hill. Where they di ff er is in
interpretation. Pinter have got together a dozen or so of his
miscellaneous pieces (some previously published) under the title
Politics and Ideas in Early Stuart England ( E29. 50). He opens with a
substantiiil""(70 pag0) essay on "a c~ealth of meanings: language,
analogues, ideas and politics" up to about 1640 and concludes with
another stirring. exposition on "culture, politics and the English Civil
War". Throughout, he elaborates upon his earlier critique of the thesis
of cultural polarisation between "Court" and "Country''. "In 1642 they
divided within themselves rather than confronting one another". That
seems obvious enough once you examine the line up for the civil war. Dr
Sharpe is a little inclined to exaggerate the naivete. and "simplistic"
assumptions of previous writers but occasionally is aware that he may
be being unfair. It is in the nature of debunking to under.value what
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right of a people - .when .led, note, as here, by the "natural" mentors
of society - to resist even a lawful king who threatened to become
tyrannical. It was this movement which made almost inexorably for ·a
British dimension' to the troubles, when the internal security of
Scotland demanded the export of revolution.
The National Covenant forms a central theme in Peter Donald's An
Uncounselled King: Charles .! and the Scottish Troubles 1637-4'1
(Cambridge UP, £35.00). Here attention is focused not on the
Covenanters but on the monarch they exasperated and on his resp6nse to
the specific .challenges they offered to him and his government, not
only in North Briton but throughout l!is realms. There can be no
question that the King's personal views and actions had a fundamental
impact upon developments that would lead, not necessarily inevitably;
to the collapse of his government in Scotland by 1640 and before long
(by drift of circumstances) elsewhere. Charles ruled ~s well as reigried
in Scotland but, apart from a disastrous coronation visit in 1633, as
an absentee. (It might have been bet:ter if he had never gone tl!ere at
all.) As a ruler, he needed advice. 'l;'he question is, was he
"inadequately or badly counselled"? Dr Donald suggests that some at
least of Charles's advisers shared with the Covenanters themselves an
urge to find a harmony between subject and ruler, one which turned.out
to be. impossible with a ~ing who. saw in everything which the "rebel!!"
did or claimed a threat bot!:I to his sovereignty. an.d. to his religion.
The bulk of this volume is a splendidly documented narrative
establishing now it was that in 1638 Charles ch.ose 'to go to war,
feeling the urgent need to "maintain author! ty and policy which had
implications in his other kingdoms". At the same time as he heard
contrary counsel, he failed to appreciate that he lacked ~he m~ns to
turn his words into weapons. The inadequate actions he took made .for a
three-kingdom dimension to his difficulties, testi.ng the vulnerability
of his would-be "absolutist rule" in all three. In all this he was
never short of counsel. "Competition for his ear was keen". Much advice
might have been sound but was vitiated by factions at court.and by
English scotophobia. There was never truly a British body to give an
overall view. But in any cas_e Charles was "his qwn master" and "there
was no question but that it was his [own] receptiveness and decisions
which counted". Resistance to his views was . always disobedience - or
worse. He suspected conspiracy where patently there was none. H.e meant
to be obeyed but could never ensure that he would be. _True, times were
difficult for him, calling for hard answers. There may well.have been
some of these available, but he seems to have been incapable of
recognising them.
Charles's failure to scotch the civilian Covenanting movement led
to the raising of Covenanting armies, which under differing auspices
would survive in various forms until Cromwell's "crowning mercy" at
Worcester. Dr E M Furgol has undertaken A Regimental History of the
Covenanting Armies -1639-51 (John Donald, £25.00), a comprehensive work
of reference going from the first Bishops' War to the "army of the
kingdom" which would have .put Charles II back on all his thrones.
Regiments which survived from one .army .to another are surveyed fully
within the entry on the army in which· they were first raised, which
makes for some awkwardness, since cross-referencing is not generally
provided. Lawers' Foot, for instance, rais_ed in 164i, survived until
1651, but .its complete history is recounted under "Ulster Army''. This
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is not a book to read straight through but one to dip into, mostly for
factual information. But that is not dryly presented. Th.e long entry on
Leslie• s Horse provides a succinct account of Cromwell's campaign in
Scotland through Dunbclr and on to Worcester (where Leslie seems to have
had a nervous breakdown, "as one amazed"). Academically and physically,
like Macinnes's book from the same house, this is a great credit to
Scottish publishing.
The seventeenth century saw the beginnings of what became the
scientific revolution. Like everything else in the period, that concept
is under continuing reassessment and redefinition, particularly in the
light of the growing appreciation of the need to approach with
sensitivity the categories of knowledge used by the scientists
themselves and the settings in which they operated, a· requirement w~ich
calls for investigating not only. major formal texts but also letters,
diaries, library catalogues, even ephemera. (The same applies, as Dr
Sharpe cogently points out, in any research into culture, ideola,gy and
ideas generally.) Reappraisals of the scientific Revolution, edited by
David c Linberg and Robert s Westman (Cambridge UP, cloth £35. 00;
paperback £14.95), is a set of Anglo-American essays, emanating from a
symposium held under the same title. Contributors tackle a diversity of
themes within "the realm of the hidden, the invisible or the
unexpected": alchemy, anagrams, magical objects, astrology - al 1
regarded as proper subjects of study which have yet to yield up
everything they have for· scientific historians, who in. t~e past have
unduly marginalised ,them. What is imperative is more precise ..usage of
the termS - natural,. magic, hermeticism or whatever - bandied about by
historians seeking to establish just what contemporaries implied by
them. "The scientific revolution was, after all, itself a historical
revolution", writes William Ashworth junior, in that it altered the
"very concept of the historical process". Seventeenth-century
scientists• keen interest in such matters as the. origins of language,
chronology and "antiquarianism" .was not accidental. A valuable chapter
by William Eamon relates the debate over the rejectio.n of secrecy in
science to similar arguments about .. openness in religion and politics.
In all of them there was ambivalence about exposing any "arcani" to
"the people". This multi-discipline volume must be an irresistibl~
stimulus to anyone ·remotely interested in the intellectual history o
that world in which Newton could value his alchemical papers as highly
as his writings in physics and maths.
Isaac Barrow (1630-77), "divine, scholar, mathematician", turns up
often iri Reappraisals. He stressed the value of maths for ·the study of
Aristotle but was sufficiently a man of his formative era to delight in
the fact th~t Galileo, Descartes and "such others of the present age as
are famous for having extended the circuit of natural science beyond
its ancient ba'unds depending only on the mathematics". In his inaugural
lecture (1663) on "the usefulness of mathematical learning", he
extolled its utilitarian ·advantages in .architecture, navigation,
military sciences, accounting, chronology and so on. A divine of
royalist inclinations, during the I~terregnum he yet had contacts with
Gresham college and extended his int~rests into optics and medicine. (A
catalogue of his books made at his' death suggests breadth and depth in
his J.earning, but who is to say th'at he read them all?) It is the
conte;tion of Mordecai Feingold (editor) and the five contributors to
Before Newton: The Life and~ of ~Barrow (Cambridge UP,
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£35. 00) that he has been seriously undervalued in the study of the
intellectual history of the mid seventeenth century. These holders of
chai~s of ·the history of science - it is pleasing how many of them
there are these days - · find him more than the mere patron of the far
greater Isaac Newton. This series of cognate studies of aspects of a
- polymath who mac;le genuine contributions to the interpretation of the
world about him offers more than a conventional biography might have
done. There is.a fascinating account by John Gascoigne of Barrow's
Cambridge, which reflected "in microcosm" cultural, political and other
changes of the times. Another s.urvey (by Michael s Mahoney) shows his
mathematics bridging the ancients and the moderns. Alan E Shapiro's
study of Barrow's optical lectures I must admit left me floundering,
but I can appreciate Barrow• s contributions to the understanding of
astigmatism .:. from which I suffer. Above all, this volume underlines
the importance and value of the pre-Newton·ian scientific world in
bringing on the scientific revolution. Incidentally, the young Barrow
went to Felstead School where he was taught by Martin Holbeach, of whom
it was said he "scarce bred any man that was loyal to his prince". He
failed, then, with Barrow, but in fact, though a puritan, Holbeach was
no fanatic but a fine teacher, whose services were sought out by Oliver
Cromwell for all four of his sons.
·
The respect given nowadays to the occult in the investigation of
seventeenth-century sciences extends into other cultural areas iiterature, for example. The highly productive Andrew Marvell
multihational was bound sooner or later to turn to his concern to read
in "natures my stick book". Dr Lydny Abraham's Marvell' and Al~hemy
offers from "down under" 350 close·-packed pages (with apt plates)
(Scalar Press, £35.00) during which, after a brief, clear description
of "alchemical contexts", she essays a new perspective upon The Nymph
Complaining for the Death of ~ Faun, Upon Appleton and TOhis coy
Mistress. She rathe~ relentlessly,. but never I. think ridiculously,
extracts - perhaps sometimes puts in - the alchemical content of the
imagery, metaphor and language. There i.s little doubt that she has
struck a rich seam and has exploited it with scholarship and
perception. Thus the image of the nymph as a weeping statue of white
marble becomes "a powerful poetic emblem of the philosopher's stone
itself'', a stone from which "a fountain flows". This sort O"f ·thing can
certainly enhance our grasp and evaluation of a poem, getting us some
way nearer to what may be its true inwardness but, as Dr Abraham
admits, it is yet 'only one more line of approach. The poem remains
enigmatic or, as Jonathan Goldberg has put it, "entirely self·reverential, about _itself", _and that is a poem about a nymph
complaining, as well she might, about the death of her faun. Again, Dr
Abraham shows that ~ his Coy Mistress can be read as a poem in which
an alc.hemical motif heightens the intellectual delight we may take in
the argument of the lover. But is it only intellectual delight we are
seeking? .It may help, too, that the image of rolling strength and
sweetness up into one ball may have a relationship to the symbol of the
scarab beetle rolling along its ball of dung. Well, it may, I suppose,
but I cannot say that the suggestion adds anything to my enjoyment of a
poem I have read a thousand times without a thought about beetles. I
notice that Dr Abraham has nothing to say about those mysterious "iron
gates of life" - some say "grates'' - which perhaps ought to have been
transmut~d by active love into gold ones. I am left still with the
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simple thought that this is a powerful poem about an impatient lover an improbable puritan to boot - chatting up a lady playing hard to get.
I wonder if Marvell's scholarship had the range and profundity of Dr
Abraham's. Perish the thought!
Marvell turns up again, not unexpectedly, in Literature and the
English Civil War, edited by Thomas Healy and Jonathan Sawday
(Cambridge UP,E27.50), a volume of es.says by mainly British
specialists with a deep concern for the relationship of a variety ·of
specific literary texts to the upheavals of the time. Diversity of
topic and genre is the keynote of the texts chosen and variety
predominates among the approaches and methodologies of the
contributors, though all subscribe to the persuasive view that
"literature does not act as a passive register of historical events but
exists in a dynamic engagement with its context". They also emphasise
"a subtle relationship" between the writings and the readers coming to
them at any time, and commend "a literary history which is alive to the
past and, just as importantly, to the present". Annabel Patterson,
considering "the very name of the game" (i.e. what label we. should put
upon the period) argues that "to look backwards and forwards
simultaneously is literature's prerogative" and the task of literary
theory is to see it maintained. Agreed. Graham Parry, contemplating "a
troubled Arcadia", sees significance in the fact that Sir Richard
Fanshawe's ode of 1630 (much quoted lately) celebrating England's peace
then while "war is all [the rest of) the world about" was not· in the
event published until 1648, to be read now in "a troubled Arcadia" by
men and women who had just gone through two civil wars. In publishing
at that moment, Fanshawe actually added something to the poem without
making a single amendment: an aspiration of the restoration of social
harmony under the battered royal authority. Subsequent history has
given it extra layers that Fanshawe can hardly have intended. Is it
still the same poem? Jonathan Sawday on "civil war madness and the
divided self" observes how the 1640s became "a pyschological as well as
a political confrontation", with "the language of self-division
appropriated to political discourse": "If indi·viduals be divided
against themselves, the world cannot stand" any more than can a house
divided. Sawday' s uncommon texts reveal that some of the participants
in the wars of guns or of ideas saw more than an institutional
breakdown. Marvell's Horation Ode, which does not accommodate itself at
all well to Dr Abraham's alchemical approach (above), turns up more
comfortably here. David Norbrook stresses the affirmative tone of a
poem which has been weighed down with ambiguities and ambivalences, not
all of them, I suspect, in the mind of the poet himself. Norbrook
suggests that there is a sense of "immense possibilities" in the future
into which Oliver has come triumphantly back home. There is nothing at
all about Charles II in the poem and what is said about Charles I is
valedictory, hinting that the Stuart monarchy was somehow already
irrelevant, dead and buried. Other topics taken up include women's
writing (in focus on Lucy Hutchinson's combination of "the obedient
wife, who has no voice" with the "independent narrator") (N H Keeble),
the not-immediately apparent assog':i.ations of opera and colonialism
(Susan Wiseman) and attitudes towards Ireland, notably William Petty's
feeling that if anything could be dorie to help the Irish it was for
them to become English - a sentiment which echoes Strafford' s. More
crudely, some convinced themselves that "Irish evil" could only be
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expunged by "English righteousness" - a view .that over the centuries h
not completely disappeared. This admirable collection is the latest ::
a number of recent miscellanies on the literature of the late troubles.
All have been valuable, for as the blurb on this one says
"to
un~ers ta~d the li tera tu re ••• is -to form a vital perspective on' this
ma] or pe~iod of transition". What we have had so far is a plethora of
perspectives. What we need is an attempt by a single writer to give us
an overview. ~ntil then, most of these good things will remain in the
h~nds of specialists and of little help for A-level ·candidates stuck
with Books I and II of Paradise Lost.
If anything, the mills of Milton' are grinding out more than
M~rvell: s. From Cambridge, where a few decades ago F R Leavis observed
~ilton s overthrow accomplished "with singularly little fuss", two
imp~r.tant wor~s have come to be read with pleasure and profit:
Politics, Poetics and Hermeneutics, edited by David Loewenstein and
James Grantham Turner (Cambridge UP, £30.00) and Milton and the Drama
of His~ory by David Loewenstein alone (£25.00). The former-iS"a.nother
symposium of more or less cognate studies by literary specialists _ but
scholars with an increasing rapport with historians theol
·
classici t
i
.
,
ogians,
. . .s s, conographers, the lotl There is recourse to most of their
disciplines here. Nigel Smith, who has written previously on the (nonexistent? l R~nters, struggles with Areopagitica, "that most elusive of
p~ea.s for liberty of conscience and freedom of the press", "so
diffic~lt to locate in its own historical context" - the politically
confu~ing years of 1643-45, years in which not only the fundamentals of
royalism bu~ of parliamentarianism, too, were challenged, as the cause
proclaimed itself not in one voice but in many. Smith notes that the
tract, largely ignored at the time, is best understood in the context
~f the l~arned exchange of ideas. (He refers to Samuel Hartlib's vast
interna~i~nal corre~pondence - which js being examined at Sheffield by
the exciting Hartlib Project with all manner of hi-tech aids.) What
Milton was getting at was the necessity of freedom of the press for the
better circulation of knowledge - that openness which for some was to
be the ~ssence of the scientific revolution - rather than for religious
toleration per se. Ireland under English eyes turns up again in Thomas
Corns' ex~men of Milton's neglected Observations upon the Articles of
~eace, written at the behest of the Rump Council of state"as a sort of
Justification for Cromwell's ruthless ways at Drogheda. It is an
embarrassing polemic certainly, with its conventional references to
::the blo~d~ tigers of Ireland", but Corns discerns in his
uncompromising unapologetic tone" a Mil ton expressing an unashamed
republicanism, confident in its new values, proud of its achievements
already and convinced of its ability to complete the political and
cultural transformation of England. That sense was shared by others in
the earl~ 16~0s ~h? were not persuaded then nor for a long time to come
of the i.nevi tabili ty of a restoration - a sentiment shared as noted
above with Marvell's Hora ti on Ode. Lana Cable examines "the
iconoclastic truth" in Eikonklastes~ointing out for instance
how
Charles I's use of the sun symbol was no mere elega~t rhetorical device
but sheer self-exaltation. Milton smashes the King's icon not just
because it is the image of a bad King but because it is debased·
exploited and adored to the point of sheer idolatry. Other essays pain~
to tensions within Milton himself, expressed in his writings
consciously and unconsciously, making him an example of that divided
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self noted above as characteristic of the period. Altogether this volume
offers a convincing evaluation of Milton's prose works - that they were
much more than just "the labours of his left hand".
David Loewenstein's Milton and the Drama of History is silbtitled
"historical vision, iconoclasm and thG literary imagination" - which
seems a lot to take on in a mere 150 pages, even if supplemented by
fifty more of references. Dr Loewenstein sees "an imaginative
continuity" running through the whole corpus, poetry and prose, of
Milton's massive output. Milton's sense gf history allowed him to
respond to the challenges of his time with texts which are themselves a
creative force in its history. A "sense" rather than "a thoroughly
developed philosophy of history" because there are so many ambiguities
and contradictions in the writings, with which the great writer
1
grapples mucn as Cromwell himself did in politics. In the Defensio
Secunda, Milton portrays Oliver as "a man supported by divine herp and
instructed ·by all-but-divine inspiration", the righteous man traduced,
endangered in a historical crisis. Milton sees himself as somewhat
similarly placed and in this work, as in others, the strains of his
personal life are intermingled. Samson Agonistes combines a feeling of
historical failure with an expectation of a sort of renewal. Samson's
pulling down of ·the pillars expresses a turbulent iconoclasm and·
radicalism which Dr Loewenstein suggests was "deep tn Milton •s
writings from at least the early revolutionary tracts and penetrated
the major poems". Here is a man whose actions .deserved "a grand work of
history" - an epic, indeed.
Interest in the British revolution extends to Japan. Most of
Christopher Hill's works have rapidly appeared in Japanese, for
example. In the early modern period the encounter of ~urops with Japan
and of Ja.pan with Europe has provided a rich theme for my former
student, Dr Derek Massarella, whose important doctoral thesis on the
army in the 1650s awaits publication. For some years, he has taught
British history in the Chuo University in Tokyo, an experience which
has prompted his elegant and learned monograph about these matters
under the title A World Elsewhere (Yale UP, E25.00). Within a broader
context of two centuries, he concentrates on the English East India
·company and its ""factory'' in Japan between 1613 and 1623, when English
expansion overseas was truly getting underway. The Company's eighth
voyage to the Indies - the area later to become "the Far East" reached Japan under instructions to contemplate "the setting up of a
factory and maintaining of a trade" there.
(The Dutch were. already
settled in.) Dr Massarella traces the "hopes, illusions and
disappointments" of the English attempt in great detail, drawing on an
immense range of documentation in English, Dutch and Japanese - set out
in an impressive bibliographical essay. Be shows how in the end - it
was not a very long run - the enterprise drifted into miserable
failure. The wonder to the modern mind, says Dr Massarella, ·is that so
many men, not all of them English, subject to shipwreck, loneliness,
disease, the misunderstandings of the locals and their employers back
home, could still somehow persuade themselves that their effort was
worthwhile. The dillectors never blamed themselves for mistakes, only
their employees. There were further schemes for direct trade with Japan
- which, after all, did not become a "closed country'' until the onset
of the nineteenth century, though it had made itself :more concerned
with becoming an east Asian power than with having much intercourse
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they will, it is claimed, enhance the exploration of "his full social
and poltical theory''. Shulman has little to say about medieval ideas
and values. As-trology does not appear in the index. But he is
illuminating on Winstanley•s metaphorical language and attempts with
much success an imaginative reconstruction of the social and political
contexts ("Moments") in which he operated. There is a l.ively chapter on
his sexual politics and his indignant repudiation of the "ranting
practice of the senses" with which the Diggers were slandered. (Shulman
seems unaware of J C Davis's lately reiterated claim to have
annihilated the Ranters.) Winstanley suppo,rted marriage for "mutual
preservation" but Shulman concludes that he failed, perhaps because his
"inner religiosity" inhibited him to "explore the full sense in which
human beings are sexual creatures". More thoughtfully than any previous
writer, Shul111an takes up the problem of Winstanley 'slater life of
"respectability", rejecting Laurence Clarkson•s contemporary charge of
hypocrisy as unduly simplistic, along with J D Alsop •s notion of the
returning prodigal son. Nor is he happy with Hill's defeated victim who
chooses silence or with Gerald Aylmer's Winstanley One and Winstanley
Two, each to be approached separately. Instea·d, he suggests a progression in which The Law of Freedom is a "halfway house", representing
the death of hisrebellion by putting ·forward a dream of a
reconstituted household enshrining an orthodoxy. "The truths in the law
of freedom were in fact experimental [for the dreamer] but they would
be taught as doctine to sons and daughters who could not discover them
through the risk and change he himself had experienced". Winstanley• s
subversion of authority was itself, then, an authority defended against
subversion. He was in danger of becoming like his own enemy. That makes
you think. This is a richly textured monograph with which I have only
just begun to get to grips.
In The Law of Freedom Winstanley directly addressed Oliver
Crol!IW'ell,-pi-esenting him with a method of building a new commonwealth
as a potential Moses - "a man saviour to his people". Cromwell has
received little mention in these reviews and in the books reviewed. But
we are never far from him and, indeed, there have been several books
this year in which he plays a major part. Our President's pretty
comprehensive selection of essays by various hands and various topics Oliver Crol!IW'ell and the English Revolution - I have reviewed elsewhere
and can commend, particularly for his own fresh consideration of
Oliver's early life. Ronald Hutton's The British Republic 1649-60 which recognises the wider dimension of the Interregnum and is
typically jaunty and ''with it" - I have also noticed in another place.
Both books are available in relatively inexpensive paperback. I believe
there has also been a life of the Protector from Batsford - Jessica
Saraga's Cromwell - but so far it has not come my way. Another volume I
have reviewed separately and which I strongly recommend is The Writings
of William Walwyn, edited by J R McMichael and B Taft (Ge!o°rgia UP),
which brings together most of the works assumed to have come from the
itching pen of tha:t most attractive. of the Levellers, the man who
turned away from popular prejudices against the Irish, papists and
pagans, and who for his pains was denounced by "Gangraena11 Edwards as a
wolf in sheep's clothing. He finished up as an exponent of alternative
medicine, not at all out of character. There must be many other
pertinent volumes I have missed but which appear in Dr Stephen
Roberts' s annual bibliography. Add to these the spate of articles in
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undoubtedly advances our knowledge and understanding of this baffling
man.
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By his own admission, Ronald Hutton's view o·f Cromwell is
"slightly more critical than the norm". Where Morrill and most of his
colleagues (Adamson is something of an exception) acquit Cromwell of
deviousness, Hutton sees "a certain slipperiness of attitude or
tactic", a manipulator and opportunist, a hypocr.ite who may have
sincerely wished the best f9r his country but whose ends were often
unrealistic and whose means were unpleasant or worse - "there is a
well-known proverb about the way that is paved by good intentions".
The British Republic is a lucid syn.thesis of published works on
the Interregnum, plus occasional use of unpublis~ed theses and printed
primary sources. The book is divided into two main. ·sections, on the
commonwealth and the Protectorate - strangely, ·but not indefensibly,
the split is made in Apri 1 not December 16 53; both, in turn, are
subdivided into assessments of central government, the localities and
British and European affairs. The book closes with a briefer review of
the eighteen months from Oliver's death to the Restoration. Hutton
argues persuasively for the importance of the· Interregnum - it
administered the shocks to the system which led to the stable
settlement attempted in 1660-62 and achieved in 1688, it broke for ever
the monopoly of the Church of England and, above all, the conquest of
Scotland and Ireland by England and the unity imposed during the 1650s
- even though undorie in 1660 - struck a new long-lasting balance
between the three nations. To that extent, "the entire archipelago has
never reeovered fro~. its remoulding by the people who executed Charles
I".
Like all syntheses, this study is limited by the quality and
quantity of the secondary works upon which it draws. Thus the coverage
of foreign policy and (again) of Protectoral central government is
rather thin; indeed, Hutton's account of Interregnum central government
as a whole adds little to existing syntheses. There are also a number
of factual errors - the most glaring, perhaps, the claim that 3
September was cromwell 's birthday .- which betray hasty writing or
research. But the summaries of the localities are excellent, skilfully
pulling together disparate ~ccounts and blending them into a plausible
whole. The conclusion, that Interregnum local government was reasonably
efficient and both tolerant and tolerable, is not new but is well
presented. The amount of space devoted to Scotland and Ireland is to be
welcomed, a reflection of what Hutton sees as the key theme of this
period - the way in which the English regime gained, administered and
finally lost control over the other parts of the British archipelago.
This accessible and attractive synthesi~ is a valuable addition to
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